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PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

The Court should reconsider its holding that individual proof of reliance 

is not necessary in a class action. In Newman v. Tualatin Development Co., 287 

Or 47, 597 P2d 800 (1979), this Court held that reliance could not be presumed 

on a classwide basis. Rather, plaintiffs were required to prove that every class 

member relied on the representations that were the basis of their claims. Id. at 

54. The Court's decision here, however, has unexpectedly and radically 

changed the law in Oregon by relieving plaintiffs of this burden and creating a 

new and irrebuttable presumption of classwide reliance. Slip op at 29 ("reliance 

... is inherent in the purchase of the insurance"); slip op at 7 (Balmer, J., 

dissenting) ("[T]he majority creates the very presumption [of classwide 

reliance] that [the case it cites] caution[s] against."). 

The Court's departure from settled law has the practical effect of 

transforming every individual breach of contract action into a class action for 

fraud where classwide reliance can be presumed simply because the particular 

contract at issue is a motor vehicle liability policy purchased to comply with 

Oregon's financial responsibility laws. See slip op at 6 (Balmer, J., dissenting). 

The Court should reconsider its decision announcing a new rule because it 

overturns Newman and because federal due process prohibits courts from using 
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the class-action device to eliminate individualized elements of liability that 

would have been adjudicated if class members had sued individually. 

In addition, the Court should reconsider its ruling that Defendants waived 

their federal excessiveness challenge to the punitive damages award. The 

Court's waiver ruling violates federal due process because it is based on a novel 

state-law procedural bar that is neither firmly established nor regularly 

followed. See Ford v. Georgia, 498 US 411, 423, 111 S Ct 850, 112 L Ed 2d 

935 (1991). 

I. The Court's Ruling Overturns Settied Oregon Law to Create a 
New, Irrebuttable Presumption of Classwide Reliance and 
Violates Federal Due Process by Eliminating a Key Element of 
T' b'l'4-. Lila hitj. 

A. This Court's Decision Has Eliminated the Requirement Under 
Oregon Law that Plaintiffs Prove Each Class Member Relied 
on the Fraudulent l\iisrepresentation. 

The elements of a common-law fraud claim are: (1) the defendant made 

a material misrepresentation that was false; (2) the defendant did so knowing 

that the representation was false; (3) the defendant intended the plaintiff to rely 

on the misrepresentation; (4) the plaintiff justifiably relied on the 

misrepresentation; and (5) the plaintiff was damaged as a result. Handy v. 

Beck, 282 Or 653,659,581 P2d 68 (1978). Because Plaintiffs brought this suit 

as a class action, they were required to prove that each class member justifiably 

relied on the challenged representations in Defendants' policy. Slip op at 7 
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(Balmer, J., dissenting) ("each plaintiff must prove reliance to make out a fraud 

claim") (internal quotation marks omitted). 

In Newman, the Court held that plaintiffs could not pursue their express 

warranty claims on a classwide basis because the element of reliance had to be 

individually determined. 287 Or at 47. The Court explained that reliance could 

not be presumed simply because the plaintiffs received a common document 

containing the alleged misrepresentations: "Even if plaintiffs can prove the 

[challenged] brochure was given to all members of the class in this case, that 

would not establish that every member of the class read, was aware of, and 

relied upon each of the representations in the brochure." Id. at 54. 

Likewise, here, the fact that class members paid their premiums does not 

show that each class member "read, was aware of, and relied upon" any of the 

representations in the insurance policy. Plaintiffs, however, urged this Court to 

eliminate proof of individualized reliance to "avoid at trial the constraints of 

class treatment." Resp. to Defs' Pet. for Review at 6. This Court adopted 

Plaintiffs' suggestion, changing Oregon law to eliminate the need for "[ d]irect 

evidence of reliance by each of the individual class members." Slip op at 25. 

Specifically, the Court held that "a person who purchases a motor vehicle 

policy ... does not need to read the policy to justifiably rely on its provisions." 

Id. at 28. Rather, "reliance ... is inherent in the purchase of the insurance." Id. 
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at 29. Thus, as a result of this Court's decision, when the contract at issue is a 

motor vehicle liability policy (or any other contract subject to similar regulatory 

requirements), plaintiffs need not prove reliance as an element of a class-action 

claim. Slip op at 5 (Balmer, J., dissenting). 

B. This Court's Alteration of the Substantive Law to Fit the 
Class-Action Procedure Violates Federal Due Process. 

Due process guarantees that a defendant will not be held liable and 

deprived of property without a meaningful opportunity to contest all elements 

of liability. See Lindsey v. Normet, 405 US 56, 66, 92 S Ct 862, 31 LEd 2d 36 

(1972). Class actions are consistent with due process only insofar as the named 

parties' claims are truly representative of those of the absent class members, 

such that defending against the named parties' claims adequately defends 

against the claims of the absent class members. See, e.g., Hansberry v. Lee, 311 

US 32, 42-45, 61 S Ct 115,85 LEd 2d 22 (1940). 

The class-action procedure is "an exception to the usual rule that 

litigation is conducted by and on behalf of the individual named parties only," 

Califano v. Yamasaki, 442 US 682, 700-01, 99 S Ct 2545,61 LEd 2d 176 

(1979), and it is based on the premise that the named plaintiffs function as 

representatives of the remainder of the class. See Smith v. Swormstedt, 57 US 

(16 How) 288, 302-03,14 L Ed 942 (1853) (in "all cases where exceptions to 

the general rule are allowed, and a few are permitted to sue and defend on 
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behalf of the many, by representation, care must be taken that persons are 

brought on the record fairly representing the interest or right involved, so that it 

may be fully and honestly tried"). "[C]lass cohesion" is essential because it 

"legitimizes [the] representative action." Amchem Prods., Inc. v. Windsor, 521 

US 591,623, 117 S Ct 2231, 138 LEd 2d 689 (1997). "[N]o less than 

traditional joinder (of which it is a species)," classwide adjudication enables the 

trial of claims of "multiple parties at once, instead of in separate suits," but 

"leaves the parties' legal rights and duties intact and the rules of decision 

unchanged." Shady Grove Orthopedic Assocs., P.A. v. Allstate Ins. Co., _ US 

_, 130 S Ct 1431, 1443, 176 L Ed 2d 311 (2010) (plurality opinion). A class 

action is therefore "a procedural right only, ancillary to the litigation of 

substantive claims." Deposit Guar. Nat 'I Bank v. Roper, 445 US 326, 332, 100 

S Ct 1166, 63 L Ed 2d 427 (1980). 

The United States Supreme Court has held that the "Due Process Clause 

... requires that the named plaintiff at all times adequately represent the 

interests of the absent class members." Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Shutts, 472 

US 797, 812, 105 S Ct 2965, 86 L Ed 2d 628 (1985) (emphasis added); see also 

Amchem, 521 US at 626 n 20. This representativeness requirement is critical to 

the fairness of the class-action procedure. See Taylor v. Sturgell, 553 US 880, 

891,894,128 S Ct 2161,171 LEd 2d 155 (2008) (unanimously rejecting the 
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notion of virtual representation, holding that "due process limitations" require 

"[r]epresentative suits" to rest on actual and direct representation of one party 

by another). The defendant must have the opportunity to defend against all of 

the class members' claims even though only the class representatives are 

present for trial. If the absent class members' claims suffer from defects that 

the class representatives' claims do not, then the defendant has been denied an 

opportunity to assert every defense and deprived of property without due 

process of law. See, e.g., Broussard v. Meineke Discount Muffler Shops, Inc., 

If the named plaintiffs are not true proxies of the absent class members, 

then a class action is no longer the aggregation of individual claims but rather 

something different that is divorced from the "traditional" procedures that are 

critical to due process. Honda Motor Co. v. Oberg, 512 US 415, 430,114 S Ct 

2331, 129 L Ed 2d 336 (1994). As a result, class members can recover simply 

because they are members of the class, not because of the merits of their 

individual claims. Courts therefore regularly reject attempts to alter the 

substantive law in service of the class-action procedure. See, e.g., McLaughlin 

v. Am. Tobacco Co., 522 F3d 215,231 (2d Cir 2008) (rejecting an attempt to 

"estimat[ e] the gross damages to the class as a whole and only subsequently 

allow[] for the processing of individual claims" where the plan would "alter 
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defendants' substantive right to pay damages reflective of their actual liability," 

and therefore would "offend[] ... the Due Process Clause"); Rollins, Inc. v. 

Butland, 951 So 2d 860, 872 (Fla Dist Ct App 2006) (rejecting plaintiffs' 

attempt to prove reliance through proof of a "common scheme[]"), rev den, 962 

So 2d 335 (Fla 2007). 

Where plaintiffs' fraud claims require individualized proof of reliance, 

they cannot be tried in a class action. See, e.g., Broussard, 155 F3d at 331 

(class certification inappropriate where state law fraud claims tum on proof of 

reliance); Castano v. Am. Tobacco Co., 84 F3d 734,745 (5th Cir 1996) ("a 

fraud class action cannot be certified when individual reliance will be an 

issue"). 

Here, instead of holding that class certification was improper, the Court 

eliminated Plaintiffs' need to prove reliance, thereby altering the class 

members' disparate claims in order to jam them into the class-action procedure. 

The "apparent consequence ... is that individual plaintiffs who could not 

recover had they sued separately can recover only because their claims were 

aggregated with others' through the procedural device of the class action." 

Philip Morris USA Inc. v. Scott, _ US _, 131 S Ct 1, 4, 177 L Ed 2d 1040 

(2010) (Scalia, J., in chambers); see slip op. at 5 (Balmer, J., dissenting) 

(explaining that the majority's approach would include in the class "any person 
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who had a Farmers policy, whether or not they ever received a copy of it or had 

any idea of its terms"). Indeed, Plaintiffs could not even prove that all the class 

representatives-let alone every class member-understood and relied upon the 

challenged representations. See slip op. at 9-10 (Balmer, J., dissenting); see 

also id. at 11 ("[E]ven after some of Strawn's medical charges were denied," he 

"continued to maintain his Farmers automobile insurance policy and still was 

insured by Farmers at the time of trial. "). I 

Moreover, the Court's creation of an irrebuttable presumption of reliance 

violates due process. See Vlandis v. Kline, 412 US 441, 446, 93 S Ct 2230, 37 

LEd 2d 63 (1973). In particular, applying such an irrebuttable presumption in 

a case involving punitive damages raises the specter that uninjured third parties 

not before the Court will be allowed to collect punitive damages, in violation of 

due process. Philip Morris USA v. Williams, 549 US 346, 353-54, 127 S Ct 

1057, 166 L Ed 2d 940 (2007) ("[A] defendant threatened with punishment for 

injuring a nonparty victim has no opportunity to defend against the charge, by 

showing, for example ... , that the other victim ... did not rely upon the 

Moreover, the Court's conclusion that "reliance ... is inherent in the 
purchase of the insurance," slip op. at 29 (emphasis added), fails to account 
for the many class members who were merely insureds covered by the 
insurance policy, not policyholders who "purchase [ dJ" the insurance. See 
ER 10 (May 10,2000 Order Granting Class Cert.) (defining class as "all 
persons who were entitled to PIP benefits from Farmers under Farmers' 
standard terms for PIP coverage"). 



defendant's statements"); see also State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co. v. Campbell, 

538 US 408,423-24,123 S Ct 1513,155 LEd 2d 585 (2003). 
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Finally, the Supreme Court has recognized that, in every case, "punitive 

damages pose an acute danger of arbitrary deprivation of property." State 

Farm, 538 US at 417 (quotation omitted). This Court's ruling magnifies that 

risk dramatically, and impermissibly, by allowing class members to collect 

punitive damages, but absolving those plaintiffs of proving that they actually 

relied on the statements and were deceived and injured by them. In State Farm, 

the Court held that due process forbids the infliction of punitive damages to 

"punish and deter conduct that bore no relation to the [plaintiff's] harm," id. at 

422, that a "defendant should be punished for the conduct that harmed the 

plaintiff, not for being an unsavory individual or business," id. at 423, and that 

"courts must ensure that the measure of punishment is both reasonable and 

proportionate to the amount of harm to the plaintiff." Id. at 426 (emphasis 

added); see also id. at 422 (to be punishable, "conduct must have a nexus to the 

specific harm suffered by the plaintiff'). This Court's presumption of reliance 

runs afoul of these federal due process principles. 

The Court should reconsider its decision because the "systemic urge to 

aggregate litigation must not be allowed to trump our dedication to individual 

justice, and we must take care that each individual plaintiff's-and 
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defendant's-cause not be lost in the shadow of a towering mass litigation." In 

re Brooklyn Navy Yard Asbestos Litig., 971 F2d 831, 853 (2d Cir 1992). 

II. The Court Violated Due Process by Relying on a New and 
Irregular State Procedural Rule in Concluding that 
Defendants Waived their Constitutional Challenge to the 
Punitive Damages Award. 

The Court should reconsider its ruling that Defendants waived their 

federal constitutional excessiveness challenge to the punitive damages award. 

The Court's waiver ruling violates due process because it is based on a novel 

state-law procedural bar that is neither firmly established nor regularly 

followed. See Ford, 498 US at 423. 

The trial court purported to reject Defendants' due process challenge to 

the punitive damages award on two grounds: that the award was not 

unconstitutionally excessive and, in the alternative, that Defendants had failed 

to raise the challenge at the appropriate time. See slip op at 33-34. Neither the 

trial court's written order nor its oral ruling, however, provided any rationale 

for its decision. Only later, after the jurisdictional clock had run, did the trial 

court enter findings of fact and law in support of its order. Accordingly, 

Defendants on appeal contested the trial court's rulings rejecting their 

excessiveness challenge to the punitive damages award. Defendants' Court of 

Appeals Opening Br. at 49-54. Relying on the trial court's untimely opinion, 

Plaintiffs argued to the Court of Appeals that Defendants had waived their 
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challenge in the trial court. Plaintiffs' Court of Appeals Br. at 51-52. 

Defendants countered that, inter alia, the trial court's purported waiver ruling 

was invalid and ineffective. Defendants' Court of Appeals Reply Br. at 13-16. 

The Court of Appeals necessarily rejected Plaintiffs' waiver argument by 

reaching and deciding the merits of Defendants' excessiveness challenge. 

Strawn v. Farmers Ins. Co. of Or. , 228 Or App 454,476-85,209 P3d 357 

(2009), rev allowed, 347 Or 258 (2009). 

This Court held that the Court of Appeals "erred in reaching 

[Defendants'] challenge to the punitive damages award as excessive" because 

Defendants "failed to preserve any challenge to the waiver and other procedural 

grounds on which the trial court's order was alternatively based." Slip op at 40. 

Even though Defendants had cited multiple cases from this Court characterizing 

the trial court's deadline as "mandatory" and "jurisdictional," Defendants' 

Answering Br. on the Merits at 9, the Court nonetheless concluded that 

Defendants "advance[ d] no persuasive reason why the trial court's written 

explanation of its timely determination of the motion should not be given full 

consideration by the appellate courts." Slip op at 39. The Court did not cite 
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any prior decisions from this or any other court supporting its creation of a new 

procedural hurdle.2 

The procedural bar invoked by this Court to avoid review of Defendants' 

due process excessiveness challenge is neither "firmly established" nor 

"regularly followed." James v. Kentucky, 466 US 341, 348-49,104 S Ct 1830, 

80 L Ed 2d 346 (1984). It also serves no legitimate state interest. See Henry v. 

Mississippi, 379 US 443, 447-48,85 S Ct 564,13 LEd 2d 408 (1965) ("A 

litigant's procedural defaults in state proceedings do not prevent vindication of 

his federal rights unless the State's insistence on compliance with its procedural 

rule serves a legitimate state interest. .,. If it does not, the state procedural rule 

ought not be permitted to bar vindication of important federal rights."). Rather, 

it is a "nove1[] ... requirement[]" that has been "permitted to thwart review ... 

of [Defendants'] federal constitutional rights" in violation of federal due 

process. NAACP v. Ala. ex rei. Patterson, 357 US 449, 457-58,78 S Ct 1163,2 

LEd 2d 1488 (1958) (citing Brinkerhoff-Faris Trust & Savs. Co. v. Hill, 281 

US 673, 50 S Ct 451,74 L Ed 1107 (1930)). 

:2 In addition, Defendants' briefs to the Court of Appeals specifically identified 
where the challenge was presented and preserved in the trial court. See 
Defendants' Court of Appeals Opening Br. at 49; Reply Br. at 13-16. 



III. The Court Should Grant Rehearing to Address Plaintiffs' 
Counsel's Ex Parte Communications with the Court's 
Members. 

As discussed at length in Defendants' concurrently filed Motion 
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Concerning Ex Parte Communications Involving Plaintiffs' Counsel, Plaintiffs' 

counsel's ex parte communications with members of this Court raise serious 

concerns about the appearance of partiality. Defendants therefore respectfully 

request that Justice Walters recuse herself from all further proceedings in this 

case, including this petition, and that the Court withdraw its May 19, 2011 

decision and rehear the case. Indeed, any of the grounds discussed in this 

petition would warrant rehearing standing alone. 

In the alternative, Defendants respectfully request that the Court stay 

Defendants' petition while granting a limited remand to a special master or to 

the trial court to allow Defendants an opportunity to conduct discovery relating 

to Plaintiffs' counsel's ex parte communications with members of the Court. 

IV. Conclusion 

The Court's ruling overturns settled Oregon law to create a new 

presumption of classwide reliance and violates federal due process by 

eliminating a key element of liability simply because Plaintiffs brought their 

claims as a class action. It also violates federal due process by applying a novel 
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procedural bar to thwart Defendants ~ constitutional rights. Therefore, the Court 

should grant Defendants ~ Petition for Reconsideration. 

Dated June 9, 2011. 

STOEL RIVES LLP 

/s/ James N. Westwood 
James N. Westwood 743392 
Of Attorneys for Defendants-Appellants, 
Petitioners on Review 
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1 LINDER, J. 

2 Plaintiff Mark Strawn filed a class action against defendants Farmers 

3 Insurance Company of Oregon, Mid-Century Insurance Company, and Truck Insurance 

4 Exchange (collectively, Farmers). I The complaint alleged that Farmers had breached its 

5 contractual obligations and committed fraud by instituting a claims handling process that 

6 arbitrarily reduced payments for reasonable medical benefits owed under its automobile 

7 insurance policies. A jury returned a verdict for plaintiffs. Based on that verdict and a 

8 post-verdict class claims administration process, the trial court entered a judgment against 

9 Farmers for approximately $900,000 in compensatory damages and $8 million in punitive 

10 damages. Farmers appealed. On appeal, the Court of Appeals concluded that the 

11 punitive damages award exceeded federal constitutional limits, but otherwise affirmed 

12 the judgment. Strawn v. Farmers Ins. Co., 228 Or App 454, 209 P3d 357 (2009). 

13 Both parties petitioned for review. In its petition, Farmers presented three 

14 Issues. The first two raise challenges to the liability verdict entered against Farmers. The 

15 third issue challenges the punitive damages award, arguing that the Court of Appeals 

16 should have reduced the punitive damages award further. In plaintiffs' petition, they first 

The trial court and the Court of Appeals were not always consistent in how 
they referred to the parties in this case. The courts sometimes referred to "plaintiff" in the 
singular, and other times to "plaintiffs" collectively to indicate both Strawn and the other 
class members. Similarly, the courts below sometimes referred to defendants collectively 
as "Farmers" in the singular, and other times as "defendants" in the plural. For purposes 
of this opinion, we use "plaintiff Strawn" to indicate Strawn alone, "plaintiffs" to indicate 
Strawn and the class members, and "Farmers" in the singular to refer to all defendants. 
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contend that the Court of Appeals should not have reached the constitutionality of the 

2 punitive damages award for procedural reasons. Alternatively, plaintiffs contend that the 

3 full amount of punitive damages awarded by the jury was within constitutional limits. 

4 We allowed both petitions for review. As we will explain, we reject 

5 Farmers's arguments that seek to set aside the jury's liability determinations on plaintiffs' 

6 claims. On the punitive damages issues, we conclude that the Court of Appeals should 

7 not have reached Farmers's constitutional challenge to the amount of the punitive 

8 damages award. Consequently, we affirm in part and reverse in part the decision of the 

9 Court of Appeals, and we affirm the judgment of the trial court. 

10 1. FACTS AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

11 This case involves personal injury protection (PIP) benefits offered by 

12 insurance policies written by Farmers. Both by statute and by contract, Farmers was 

13 obligated to pay "[a]1l reasonable and necessary expenses of medical, hospital, dental, 

14 surgical, ambulance and prosthetic services incurred within one year after the date of the 

15 person's injury," up to a certain limit. ORS 742.524(l)(a).2 Because the parties do not 

2 During the class period, ORS 742.524(1)(a) (1997) provided, in part: 

"(1) Personal injury protection benefits as required by ORS 742.520 
shall consist of the following payments for the injury or death of each 
person: 

"(a) All reasonable and necessary expenses of medical, hospital, 
dental, surgical, ambulance and prosthetic services incurred within one year 
after the date of the person's injury, but not more than $10,000 in the 
aggregate for all such expenses of the person. Expenses of medical, 
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1 take issue with the summary of the facts provided by the Court of Appeals (which were 

2 set out in the light most favorable to plaintiffs, as the prevailing party), we quote that 

3 summary here: 

4 "Before 1998, Farmers processed requests for PIP benefits by having 
5 its claims adjusters review each medical bill to determine whether the bill 
6 was reasonable -- that is, whether it was both 'usual and customary.' In 
7 1997, however, Farmers decided to change that process. In an effort to 
8 recover losses and regenerate its surplus after the 1994 Northridge, 
9 California earthquake, Farmers instituted its 'Bring Back a Billion' 

10 campaign. Farmers' corporate headquarters in Los Angeles alerted its 
11 regional offices of the 'increasing importance' of generating money without 
12 raising premiums. In June 1997, Farmers instructed its Portland office to 
13 reduce payment of PIP benefits to realize 'PIP dollar savings * * * [,] an 
14 untouched area.' 

15 "In an effort to reduce PIP payments, the Oregon PIP claims 
16 manager, Heatherington, contracted with Medical Management Online 
17 (MMO), a bill review vendor. MMO, in tum, licensed a 'cost containment 
18 software program' from Medata, a company that manages a database of 
19 roughly 100 million medical expenses. The software sorts those medical 
20 expenses by Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes, geographic 
21 region, and price. CPT codes, which are created by the American Medical 
22 Association, are used by medical providers to bill insurers. Geographic 
23 regions in the database are defined according to 'PSRO' areas, which are 
24 socio-demographic regions established by the federal government in 1980 
25 for workers' compensation purposes. For Oregon, the federal government 
26 identified two PSRO areas: (1) the Portland-metro area and (2) the rest of 
27 the state. 

hospital, dental, surgical, ambulance and prosthetic services shall be 
presumed to be reasonable and necessary unless the provider is given notice 
of denial of the charges not more than 60 calendar days after the insurer 
receives from the provider notice of the claim for the services." 

The statute has since been amended to increase the policy limit to $15,000, a change that 
is inconsequential to this case. Or Laws 2003, ch 813, § 2. Other than that change, the 
quoted portions of the statute remain the same. All references to the statute in this 
opinion are to the 1997 version. 
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1 "The software allowed MMO's clients (mostly insurance companies 
2 and state agencies) to determine whether a bill from a medical provider was 
3 more expensive than a given percentage of the range of charges in other 
4 bills for the same CPT code in the provider's designated geographic area. 
5 Clients were able to select any percentile that they wished, and MMO then 
6 evaluated the bills that it received from the client to determine whether the 
7 bills exceeded that percentile. If a bill exceeded the preselected percentile, 
8 MMO generated an Explanation of Benefits (EOB) form that reduced 
9 payment with reference to 'reason code' 'RC40.' The EOB explained the 

10 code as follows: 

11 "'RC40: This procedure was reduced because the charges 
12 exceeded an amount that would appear reasonable when the charges 
13 are compared to the charges of other providers within the same 
14 geographic area.'!3] 

15 "The software was promoted as reducing medical provider payments by 26 
16 percent. 

17 "Beginning in January 1998, Farmers implemented its new PIP 
18 handling process through MMO -- a process that, in Heatherington's words, 
19 represented 'a significant change in the way we handle our bills.' Farmers 
20 selected the eightieth percentile as the cutoff point for 'reasonable' 
21 expenses. That is, Farmers determined that any bills that exceeded the 
22 eightieth percentile in the MMO database would be deemed to exceed the 
23 'reasonable' charge and would be 'reduced' to that eightieth percentile. The 
24 program worked as follows: After Farmers' insureds were treated for their 
25 injuries, their medical providers sent their bills directly to Farmers. 
26 Farmers then forwarded the bills to MMO, and MMO entered the bills into 
27 its database. If the bill was more than the charge that was at the eightieth 
28 percentile of the charges for that same CPT code in the designated region, 
29 MMO documented that fact on an EOB form with an RC40 code. 

30 "Although Farmers contended at trial (and still contends) that the 
31 EOB form constituted only a 'recommendation' from MMO as to 
32 reasonableness, claims adjusters were expected to follow the 
33 recommendation. The adjusters were downgraded if they departed from 
34 MMO's recommendations and were rewarded whcn they followed them. 

3 Other EOB forms used the reason code "B2." For purposes of our review, 
that code is essentially equivalent to an "RC40" reason code. 
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I Thus, the 'recommendation' was, as a practical matter, the final 
2 determination of reasonableness. 

3 "Between January 26, 1998 and July 21, 1999 (the class period), 
4 Farmers reduced more than 60,000 individual bills by a total of 
5 approximately $750,000. The majority of the individual reductions were 
6 small: 90 percent were for $25 or less; more than one quarter were for $3 
7 or less. Although Farmers offered medical providers an opportunity to 
8 justify the charges that exceeded the established percentile, it was generally 
9 not cost-effective for medical providers to pursue those avenues. The 

10 medical providers who took advantage of the opportunity to justify their 
11 charges rarely secured any additional payment from Farmers. When the 
12 providers were unable to secure full payment from Farmers, the insureds 
13 became responsible for the unpaid amounts. 

14 "As previously noted, Farmers selected the eightieth percentile as the 
15 cutoff point for payment of 'reasonable' charges. That cutoff point, though 
16 profitable for Farmers, also yielded an increase in customer complaints. 
17 The complaints were particularly problematic for Heatherington and 
18 Reinhardt, a regional claims manager, because customer service satisfaction 
19 was one of the components for measuring their performance and 
20 compensation. Together, Heatherington and Reinhardt decided that the 
21 percentile should be raised to see whether customer relations would 
22 improve, and, on May 21,1999, Farmers raised the cutoff point to the 
23 ninetieth percentile. Three weeks before this class action case was filed, 
24 Farmers increased the cap to the ninety-ninth percentile. Reinhart reported 
25 to corporate headquarters that this was the right tack to take 'while the 
26 litigation is pending.'" 

27 Strawn, 228 Or App at 458-61 (footnotes omitted). 

28 Plaintiff Strawn filed a class action against Farmers in August 1999. The 

29 trial court certified the class action in June 2000. Pursuant to the certification order, the 

30 class was declared to consist of "all persons who were entitled to PIP benefits from 

31 Farmers under Farmers's standard terms for PIP coverage, whose benefit payments were 

32 reduced by Farmers on the basis of codes RC40 or B2 during the period January 26, 1998 

33 to July 21, 1999, and whose claims are not barred." Plaintiffs, alleging a total of 
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approximately 8,000 class members, asserted four claims for relief against Farmers: (1) 

2 breach of contract, (2) breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, (3) 

3 declaratory judgment, and (4) fraud. 4 Plaintiffs sought punitive as well as compensatory 

4 damages. 

5 In a stipulated statement of the case that the trial court read to the jury at the 

6 outset of the trial, the parties summarized the underlying nature of the action: 

7 "PlaintifTs contend that Farmers failed to comply with the PIP law 
8 and Farmers' policy contract provisions by failing to pay all reasonable 
9 medical expenses it was required to pay. * * * Plaintiffs contend that this 

10 practice of Farmers of applying these percentile reductions, and without 
11 conducting an adequate review or appeal process of these reductions, was 
12 arbitrary and unreasonable and resulted in Farmers failing to pay all 
13 reasonable medical expenses. Plaintiffs['] First Claim contends this 
14 practice of Farmers breached its insurance policy contract to its 
15 policyholders. Plaintiffs' Second Claim contends that this practice of 
16 Farmers breached its implied duty of good faith and fair dealing with 
17 respect to performance of its insurance policy contract. Plaintiffs['] 
18 [Fourth] Claim contends that Farmers engaged in fraud toward the class 
19 members with respect to this practice and related non-disclosures to class 
20 members. If 

21 The jury returned a verdict for plaintiffs on their claims for breach of contract, breach of 

22 the implied duty of good faith and fair dealing, and fraud,5 awarding them $757,051.33 in 

23 compensatory damages and $742,948.67 in prejudgment interest.6 The jury also awarded 

4 The parties generally refer to plaintiffs' claim as one for "fraud," but 
sometimes refer to that same claim as one for "deceit." For the sake of consistency, we 
refer to it throughout this opinion as plaintiffs' claim for fraud. 

5 Plaintiffs also prevailed on their claim for declaratory judgment, which was 
tried to the court. 

6 The trial was essentially bifurcated, however, as to the award of 
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$8 million in punitive damages on plaintiffs' claim for fraud. 

2 Ultimately, as noted, the trial court entered judgment against Farmers for 

3 approximately $900,000 in compensatory damages and $8 million in punitive damages. 

4 Farmers appealed to the Court of Appeals, raising multiple issues bearing on liability as 

5 well as challenging the amount of the jury's punitive damages award. The Court of 

6 Appeals rejected all but one of Farmers's claims of error, agreeing only that the punitive 

7 damages award exceeded constitutional limits. 228 Or App at 457. The Court of 

8 Appeals granted relief accordingly. Id. at 488. As already noted, both plaintiffs and 

9 Farmers sought review of the Court of Appeals decision, and this court allowed both 

10 petitions. 

11 II. ISSUES ON REVIEW 

12 On review, the issues before us divide into two categories. The first are 

13 challenges that Farmers raises in connection with the merits of plaintiffs' various claims 

compensatory damages. The first step in assessing damages was to obtain the jury's 
verdict, which effectively set the maximum amount that could be awarded to the 
plaintiffs. Specifically, the jury was directed to calculate compensatory damages (if any) 
as the difference between the face amount of all class medical bills and the reduced 
amounts actually paid by Farmers on those bills (plus prejudgment interest). 

The second step in assessing damages was a claims adjustment process to 
refine downward any compensatory damages awarded by the jury. Because of the class 
action posture of the case, before the trial court could enter final judgment, it first had to 
offer class members the opportunity to file individual claims for damages. ORCP 32 F(2) 
(2002) (requiring class members entitled to individual recoveries to be given opportunity 
to submit a statement requesting affirmative relief). For any class member who failed to 
file a claim, Farmers would not be required to pay, and the class member would not be 
entitled to recover, individual damages. ORCP 32 F(2), (3) (2002). 
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of liability. The second are challenges that both parties raise to the Court of Appeals' 

2 determination of the amount of punitive damages that constitutionally could be awarded 

3 against Farmers. We begin with the issues bearing on liability, which would include 

4 plaintiffs' fraud claim on which the jury awarded punitive damages. Ifwe were to reverse 

5 the verdict on the fraud claim, that disposition would obviate the need to reach the 

6 punitive damages issues that the parties present. 

7 A. 
8 

Whether Farmers was precludedfrom rebutting the reasonableness of plaintiffs' 
medical expenses with individualized evidence 

9 On review to this court, the first issue that Farmers raises is whether it was 

10 permitted to present a full defense to plaintiffs' claims. Specifically, Fanners asserts that 

11 the trial court did not permit Farmers to present evidence to the jury that would have 

12 rebutted the reasonableness of the medicai charges submitted by individual class 

13 members for PIP reimbursement and, conversely, that would have established the 

14 reasonableness of Farmers's investigation of those individual PIP claims. 

15 Before turning more directly to that issue, it is helpful to describe, as 

16 context for our discussion, the relevant core theories on which the parties proceeded at 

17 trial. A key component of all of plaintiffs' claims -- including the fraud claim -- was the 

18 allegation that Farmers, by using their percentile-reduction claims handling process, had 

19 failed to pay the class members' "reasonable" medical charges. At trial, the parties took 

20 different positions on plaintiffs' burden to establish the "reasonableness" of the class 

21 members' medical charges. Farmers's position was that plaintiffs were required to present 

22 individualized proof as to the reasonableness of each class member's medical charges. 
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Plaintiffs' position was that, under the statutory scheme governing PIP benefits, the 

2 amounts charged by medical providers, as presented by their bills, were presumed 

3 "reasonable." Thus, according to plaintiffs, once class members produced their medical 

4 bills, the burden shifted to Farmers to disprove the reasonableness of the billed medical 

5 charges. 

6 The trial court resolved that central dispute through summary judgment 

7 proceedings, concluding that plaintiffs were legally entitled to a presumption of 

8 reasonableness, based on the amounts that their medical providers charged. 

9 Consequently, in the trial court's view, once plaintiffs produced evidence of the medical 

10 bills for the individual class members, the burden shifted to Farmers to rebut the 

11 presumption that the amounts charged were reasonable. 

12 After the trial court's summary judgment ruling, Farmers continued to 

13 preserve its position on that question, as reflected in certain procedural motions that 

14 Farmers raised. For example, at the end of plaintiffs' case-in-chief, Farmers renewed its 

15 position by moving to decertifY the class on that theory, among others, that plaintiffs' 

16 claims (including the fraud claim) were not conducive to class treatment, because 

i 7 plaintiffs were required to present individualized proof of the reasonableness of their 

18 medical charges. Likewise, Farmers moved for a directed verdict at that point, urging, 

19 inter alia, that plaintiffs had the burden to prove the reasonableness of the individual 

20 medical charges submitted for PIP reimbursement and that they had failed to sustain that 

21 burden. At each juncture, the trial court adhered to its ruling that plaintiffs' evidence of 

22 their medical bills presumptively established the reasonableness of the charges, and that 
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the burden then shifted to Farmers to rebut reasonableness. 

2 On appeal to the Court of Appeals, Farmers assigned error to the trial 

3 court's rulings on that issue, arguing, among other points, that the reasonableness of the 

4 class members' medical expenses required individualized proof and should not be 

5 presumed based on their medical bills. Plaintiffs argued the converse. By the time the 

6 Court of Appeals issued its decision, this court had decided Ivanov v. Farmers Ins. Co., 

7 344 Or 421, 185 P3d 417 (2008). Relying on Ivanov, the Court of Appeals rejected 

8 Farmers's position: 

9 "In our view, Ivanov defeats Farmers' contention that plaintiffs failed 
10 to offer sufficient proof of the reasonableness of their medical expenses. In 
11 this case, as in Ivanov, the 'gravamen of plaintiffs' complaint was that 
12 Farmers' review methodology was an impermissible one.' /d. at 430. Thus, 
13 plaintiffs were not required to offer any additional evidence that, at the time 
14 the bills were submitted, they were reasonable; the expenses were 
15 presumptively reasonable at that point. Instead, Farmers had the burden of 
16 establishing that 'the procedures it employed to deny plaintiffs' claims 
17 satisfied its statutory and common-law duties.' Id." 

18 Strawn, 228 Or App at 465. 

19 On review to this court, Farmers no longer maintains that plaintiffs had the 

20 burden to present individualized proof of the reasonableness of their medical expenses. 

21 Rather, given the holding in Ivanov, Farmers now accepts that the amounts of plaintiffs' 

22 medical bills presumptively established the reasonableness of their medical charges. 

23 Farmers further accepts that, once that presumption was in place, the burden shifted to 

24 Farmers to rebut that presumption by showing that its investigation and processing of the 

25 claims resulted in payment of plaintiffs' reasonable and necessary medical expenses, thus 

26 satisfying Farmers's legal obligation. 
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What Farmers does dispute, however, is whether the trial court permitted 

2 Farmers to make that rebuttal showing. According to Farmers, the trial court cut off 

3 Farmers's ability to do so by excluding evidence relevant to whether Farmers reasonably 

4 investigated the individual claims and whether Farmers reimbursed plaintiffs in an 

5 amount that represented their reasonable medical expenses. Farmers urges that, by 

6 excluding such evidence, the trial court effectively made the presumption of the 

7 reasonableness of plaintiffs' medical charges "irrebuttable," which "was not the plan 

8 envisioned by Ivanov." Farmers also argues that the excluded evidence had relevance 

9 beyond the narrow question of whether Farmers reimbursed the individual plaintiff class 

1 0 members for their reasonable medical charges. Withholding that evidence from the jury, 

11 Farmers urges, also skewed the case in favor of a classwide finding of liability and a 

12 damages award by not permitting the jury to consider evidence relevant to the 

13 reprehensibility of Farmers's conduct. 

14 An essential problem with Farmers's arguments, however, is that they are 

15 not arguments that Farmers made to the trial court or to the Court of Appeals. To be sure, 

16 Farmers points to some items of evidence that the trial court ruled inadmissible before 

17 and during trial. But having reviewed the rulings that Farmers challenges, we agree with 

18 plaintiffs that the trial court did not foreclose Farmers from offering any evidence for the 

19 purpose that Farmers now asserts the evidence would have been relevant -- viz., to 

20 establish the reasonableness of Farmers's investigation of the individual claims or to 

21 show that the payments that Farmers made to the individual class members met Farmers's 

22 obligation to pay their reasonable medical expenses. In other words, Farmers did not 

11 



present to the trial court the theories of admissibility that it advances now. 

2 Some specific rulings are illustrative.? Before trial, plaintiffs filed a motion 

3 in limine to exclude evidence that medical providers had written off the balances of the 

4 bills that Farmers had not paid under its percentile reduction procedure. Plaintiffs also 

5 filed a motion in limine to exclude evidence that some class members either had a right to 

6 be paid, or actually had been paid, by third-party tortfeasors for the amounts that Farmers 

7 had refused to pay under the percentile reduction program. Plaintiffs argued (among 

8 other things) that those categories of evidence either were not relevant, or that, if 

9 relevant, were inadmissible under OEC 403 because the evidence would unduly prejudice 

10 or confuse the jury. 

11 In response, Farmers argued a more narrow theory of relevancy than it now 

12 advances. With regard to provider write-offs, Farmers urged that the evidence showed 

13 that class members often did not become liable for the unpaid portions of the bills, which 

14 Farmers asserted was relevant both to damages and punitive damages. Similarly, 

15 Farmers urged that evidence of third-party tort liability was relevant to damages. 8 The 

? Farmers's arguments weave together several different and sometimes 
unrelated evidentiary rulings by the trial court, not all of which may have been the subject 
of a proper assignment of error in the Court of Appeals. We need not decide whether all 
of the evidentiary issues that Farmers raises were adequately preserved at trial and 
presented to the Court of Appeals. We are satisfied that, even if they were, the theory of 
admissibility that Farmers advances to this court is not one Farmers preserved below. 

8 At times, Farmers's arguments appear to potentially implicate that more 
narrow basis for the trial court's ruling. Farmers's petition for review did not present any 
challenge to the trial court's ruling on that ground, however. In the absence of a more 
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1 trial court granted the motions in limine, concluding that the challenged evidence was 

2 inadmissible under OEC 403 (although the trial court later permitted evidence of third-

3 party liability during the post-verdict claims administration phase of the case). Farmers 

4 did not argue to the trial court -- as it now does to this court -- that evidence of write-offs 

5 and third-party liability should be admitted to rebut the presumption that the class 

6 member plaintiffs' medical charges were reasonable. Rather, throughout trial, after losing 

7 the issue on summary judgment, Farmers held to its theory that plaintiffs had the burden 

8 to produce individual evidence of the reasonableness of their medical expenses and that 

9 Farmers had no burden in that regard. 

10 Farmers also asserts to this court that the trial court denied it the ability to 

11 present "individualized evidence" through what Farmers characterizes as a "blanket 

12 exclusion" that effectively required Farmers to present only collective evidence as to how 

13 Farmers treated PIP benefit claims. The ruling that Farmers cites, however, was again 

14 more narrow. Before plaintiff Strawn brought this class action against Farmers, Farmers 

15 had reduced reimbursement for one of Strawn's medical bills, because that bill exceeded 

16 Farmers's percentile cutoff. At trial, Farmers sought to introduce evidence that the bill 

17 was for medical services that had been unnecessary, which, Farmers believed, would 

18 support a conclusion that Farmers lawfully could have refused to pay the bill in its 

focused and developed argument by Farmers as to why the Court of Appeals' resolution 
of the issue merits this court's review and was wrong, we decline to disturb that 
resolution. 
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entirety. See ORS 742.S24(l)(a) (PIP benefits cover medical expenses that are both 

2 "reasonable and necessary" (emphasis added». The trial court sustained plaintiffs' 

3 objection to that evidence, reasoning that Farmers, having reduced reimbursement for the 

4 charge based only on its percentile cutoff, could not, at that point, shift its reasoning and 

S claim that the entire charge was medically unnecessary. That ruling does not support 

6 Farmers's claim that the trial court made a broad or "blanket" ruling excluding evidence 

7 of how Farmers had reviewed and handled individual claims; the court merely refused to 

8 allow Farmers to present a new and after-the-fact reason for denying a particular bill. 

9 Nothing in that ruling prohibited Farmers from introducing individualized evidence about 

10 how it handled PIP benefit claims, and Farmers did not argue to the trial court that the 

11 evidence was relevant on that theory. 

12 As a final example, Farmers asserts that "the jury never learned that 

13 Farmers actually overrode RC40/B2 recommended reductions, paying submitted medical 

14 charges in full, in numerous individual cases." Farmers's argument in that regard, 

15 however, is telling. Farmers acknowledges that "[t]he focus of the trial here was not on 

16 the investigation but on the reasonableness of the underlying charges." (Emphasis in 

17 original.) In other words, the fight at trial was over whether plaintiffs' medical bills 

18 established a rebuttable presumption of reasonableness, not over whether Farmers had 

19 rebutted that presumption by showing the reasonableness of its investigation. That was 

20 the focus because, as Farmers concedes, the law on the point had not yet been settled by 

21 Ivanov. Despite conceding that the trial was so focused, Farmers urges that, "had 

22 individualized evidence been admitted, Farmers could have shown -- and did show 
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1 during the claims administration process -- that it had a reasonable investigation process." 

2 In particular, Farmers urges that it "could have shown, for example," that it overrode the 

3 recommended percentile reductions in many cases or had other reasons why 

4 reimbursement was reduced. 

5 What Farmers now recognizes it could have shown with certain evidence is 

6 beside the point, however. The issue is whether the trial court prevented Fanners from 

7 placing evidence before the jury that was relevant to the reasonableness of its claims 

8 handling process and its PIP payments to plaintiffs. Farmers points to no place in the 

9 record where Fanners offered, and the trial court excluded, evidence that Farmers 

1 0 overrode the recommended reductions in individual cases. Farmers may appreciate now 

11 what it could have argued based on evidence that it either did not seek to place before the 

12 jury, or that it placed before the jury for other reasons.9 But that hindsight appreciation 

13 establishes no error on the trial court's part or a fundamental denial of Farmers's right to 

9 Farmers stated in its Court of Appeals' brief that, "in most instances, 
Farmers followed the [recommended percentile reductions]." It also acknowledged that it 
"presented its own uncontested evidence that (1) its adjustors had the authority to 
override the recommended reductions, and (2) they sometimes did so." Farmers relied on 
that evidence in connection with a different point -- i.e., that plaintiffs had failed to carry 
their burden of proof to demonstrate the reasonableness of the medical charges that the 
class members submitted to Farmers, and that the trial court had improperly shifted the 
burden of proof on reasonableness to Farmers. Thus, Farmers's argument in that regard 
suggests that its pre-Ivanov theory of the relevancy of that evidence differed from its 
post-Ivanov understanding of how it could have used some of its own evidence to better 
advantage at trial. 
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1 defend against plaintiffs' fraud claim. 10 

2 B. Whether plaintiffs failed to present evidence of class-wide reliance 

3 The second question that Farmers presents on review is whether it was 

4 entitled to a directed verdict on plaintiffs' fraud claim. Farmers argues that plaintiffs 

5 failed to present proof of reliance, as they were obligated to do, sufficient to support a 

6 conclusion that all members of the class detrimentally relied on Farmers's 

7 misrepresentation that they would pay reasonable medical expenses. 

8 To provide context for our discussion of Farmers's arguments, we begin by 

9 describing plaintiffs' fraud claim and the proof on which plaintiffs relied. I I The essential 

10 Farmers also argues that the trial court erroneously excluded evidence of a 
2003 legislative amendment (Oregon Laws 2003, chapter 813, section 4) to the PIP 
statutes. According to Farmers, that legislation would have been relevant to show that 
Farmers's percentile reduction process for reimbursement was reasonable. In response to 
a pretrial motion to exclude that evidence, the trial court concluded that it was 
inadmissible under OEC 403. Farmers did not assign error to that ruling in the Court of 
Appeals. See Strawn, 228 Or App at 474-75 (declining to consider certain arguments 
advanced by Farmers because of Farmers's failure to comply with ORAP 5.45 pertaining 
to the form and necessity of particularized assignments of error). The Court of Appeals 
considered the effect of that legislation only in connection with Farmers's contention that 
the trial court's declaratory ruling was rendered moot by the 2003 legislative change. ld. 
at 475-76. For those reasons, Farmers's challenge to the trial court's evidentiary ruling is 
not properly before us. See ORAP 9.20(2) (questions on review ordinarily limited to 
those questions "properly before the Court of Appeals"). 

II In its merits briet~ Farmers begins its argument on this score by first 
urguing that plaintiffs never pleaded "a viable fraud claim in this case." Farmers points 
out that the purported misrepresentation that Farmers made was the provision in its PIP 
insurance policies stating that Farmers would pay reasonable and necessary medical 
expenses of its insured. According to Farmers, "a failure to fulfill such obligation, even 
if intentional, sounds only in contract, not tort." Farmers does not dispute that fraud will 
lie for inducing a contract through a promise of future performance if the promise is 
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1 elements of a common-law fraud claim are: the defendant made a material 

2 misrepresentation that was false; the defendant did so knowing that the representation 

3 was false; the defendant intended the plaintiff to rely on the misrepresentation; the 

4 plaintiff justifiably relied on the misrepresentation; and the plaintiff was damaged as a 

5 result of that reliance. See Handy v. Beck, 282 Or 653, 659, 581 P2d 68 (1978) 

6 (outlining elements); see generally Knepper v. Brown, 345 Or 320, 329,329 n 5, 195 

7 P3d 383 (2008) (noting older cases listing nine elements of common-law fraud, and more 

8 recent cases using a more abbreviated list of elements). In this case, in allegations 

9 common to all of plaintiffs' claims, plaintiffs set out the standard PIP terms of Farmers's 

10 no-fault automobile policy -- i.e., that Farmers would cover medical expenses for bodily 

11 injury to an insured arising out of the operation or use of an automobile, and defining 

12 medical expenses to mean "all reasonable and necessary expenses" of medical, hospital, 

13 and related health providers as required by Oregon law. Plaintiffs also alleged that 

14 Farmers was required by Oregon law to provide PIP benefits no less favorable than 

15 required by ORS 742.524(1), which the complaint quoted. Then, for the fraud claim 

made with the intent not to perform (so-called "fraud in the inducement"). See, e.g., 
Jones v. Northside Ford Truck Sales, 276 Or 685, 556 P2d 117 (1976) (for fraud based 
on nonperformance of contractual obligation, intent not to perform future promise must 
exist when promise is made). But Farmers contends that plaintiffs did not plead that 
theory or adequately prove that Farmers had its cost containment procedures in place 
(and thus, intended not to perform its future promise) when plaintiffs obtained or renewed 
their insurance policies. We agree with the Court of Appeals that Farmers did not 
preserve a challenge to plaintiffs' pleadings on that theory. Strawn, 228 Or App at 468. 
Neither did Farmers challenge plaintiffs' evidence as insufficient to support the fraud 
claim on that basis. Thus, Farmers's arguments in that regard are not properly before us. 
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specifically, plaintiffs alleged that Farmers intentionally represented to plaintiffs that it 

2 would pay all reasonable medical and hospital expenses incurred by policyholders due to 

3 an automobile accident; that plaintiffs relied on that representation and incurred medical 

4 and hospital charges at usual and customary rates; that Farmers's representation was 

5 knowingly false, in that Farmers did not disclose to plaintiffs its cost containment 

6 procedures for determining benefits and by misrepresenting, when it paid reduced 

7 benefits, how those benefits were calculated; that plaintiffs did not know that Farmers's 

8 representations were false; and that, as a direct result of Farmers's misrepresentations and 

9 omissions, plaintiffs incurred medical and hospital costs for which they were not 

10 reimbursed by Farmers. 

11 Farmers's motion for directed verdict raised several challenges to the 

12 adequacy of plaintiffs' evidence on their various claims. As to plainti ffs' fraud claim, 

13 Farmers's argument was not extensive, but it did directly take issue with whether 

14 plaintiffs had adequately proved reliance on the part of the class as a whole. Speci fically, 

15 Farmers argued: 

16 "Plaintiffs' deceit [i.e., fraud] claims require proof that plaintiffs 
17 relied on a material misrepresentation or omission of defendants. Several 
18 class members testified about their expectations and understanding of the 
19 insurance policy and information received from Farmers about the claims 
20 process. However, there is no evidence common to the class which 
21 establishes that the absent class members relied upon any material 
22 misrepresentation or omission of the defendants." 

23 The trial court denied the motion, concluding that, viewed in the light most favorable to 
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plaintiffs,12 the evidence created a jury question on classwide reliance. On appeal, the 

2 Court of Appeals agn;;ed, explaining that evidence of reliance by the absent class 

3 members need not be direct, but could be inferred: 

4 "[P]laintiffs offered evidence that, viewed in the light most favorable to 
5 plaintiffs, established that Farmers (1) promised to pay all reasonable and 
6 necessary medical expenses as part of its PIP coverage; (2) selected an 
7 arbitrary percentile cutoff that would increase its profits at the expense of 
8 insureds; and (3) continued to collect premiums from its insureds without 
9 informing them that it had decided not to pay all reasonable and necessary 

10 expenses. From that evidence, a reasonable trier of fact could conclude that 
11 the payment of reasonable and necessary PIP-related expenses was a 
12 material part (and, in fact, a statutorily required part) of the insurance 
13 policy and could therefore reasonably infer that plaintiffs relied on Farmers' 
14 misrepresentation that it would pay reasonable and necessary PIP-related 
15 expenses when they continued to pay their premiums. That is, on this 
16 record, a reasonable trier of fact could conclude that plaintiffs acted to their 
17 detriment in paying premiums for PIP coverage that Farmers never 
18 intended to provide." 

19 Strawn, 228 Or App at 4 70-71 (citations omitted). 

20 On review, Farmers characterizes the Court of Appeals as having indulged 

21 a "presumption" of reliance, one that relieved plaintiffs of their burden to prove reliance 

22 on the part of each of the class members. Farmers argues that, as a matter of law, 

23 reliance in a fraud case "can never be presumed" and the obligation to prove reliance 

24 therefore poses a particular evidentiary challenge to a class action plaintiff. At a 

25 minimum, according to Farmers, a class action plaintiff must present "competent 

12 See Bolt v. Influence, Inc., 333 Or 572, 578, 43 P3d 425 (2002) (in deciding 
motion for directed verdict, a trial court must consider all the evidence, including 
reasonable inferences, in the light most favorable to the party opposing the motion). 
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evidence from which a jury can conclude that class members were generally aware of a 

2 claimed misrepresentation and acted on the basis of that awareness." Farmers thus 

3 asserts that, in the context of this case, plaintiffs had to come forward with proof that 

4 each class member knew of the representation at issue, interpreted it to mean that 

5 Farmers would pay full billed charges, and relied on that representation. Here, Farmers 

6 maintains, plaintiffs presented absolutely "no evidence," either individualized by class 

7 member or common to the class, from which the jury could logically draw the necessary 

8 conclusion of reliance as to all class members. 

9 Plaintiffs, for their part, agree that they had to prove reliance for the class as 

lOa whole, rather than reliance only by plaintiff Strawn or isolated members of the class. 

11 But classwide reliance, they urge, does not require direct evidence of reliance by every 

12 individual class member. Instead, plaintiffs urge, such reliance can be inferred in a 

13 proper case, and this is such a case. Here, the evidence showed that the class members 

14 received insurance policies in Farmers's standard form, containing the same promise to 

15 pay PIP benefits in the form of reimbursement for "reasonable medical expenses," as 

16 defined by the policy and by statute. All class members, after being involved in an 

17 accident, made a claim for the contractually promised PIP benefits. All sought and 

18 received medical services, and all (subject to some variation shown during the 

19 individualized damages phase of the trial) received reduced payments based on Fanners's 

20 percentile reduction methodology. Plaintiffs argue that the evidence of the promise made 

21 and the actions that class members took is sufficiently common to the class to permit a 

22 jury to infer classwide reliance on Farmers's representation that it would pay their 
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1 reasonable medical expenses. 

2 In making their respective arguments, the parties debate at some length the 

3 significance of our decision in Newman v. Tualatin Development Co. Inc., 287 Or 47,54, 

4 597 P2d 800 (1979). We agree that Newman provides guidance for this case. We 

5 therefore turn to the issue presented in that case and what this court held in resolving it. 

6 The plaintiffs in Newman were purchasers of townhouses built and sold by 

7 the defendant. They brought a class action on behalf of all such purchasers, seeking 

8 damages based on the defendant's use of galvanized, instead of copper, water pipes in the 

9 townhouses. The trial court had certified the class for purposes of the plaintiffs' 

10 negligence and implied warranty claims, but declined to certifY it for the express 

11 warranty claim. Based on the particular evidence presented at the class certification stage 

12 of the proceeding, this court agreed that individual determinations of reliance would be 

13 necessary, with the result that "common questions of fact would not predominate over 

14 questions affecting individual members of the class." ld. The court explained: 

15 "Plaintiffs contend individual determinations will not be required 
16 because direct evidence of reliance is not necessary. All that is required is 
17 proof that the seller's statements were of a kind which naturally would 
18 induce the buyer to purchase the goods and that he did purchase the goods. 

19 "Plaintiffs contend that the warranty was made in a sales brochure 
20 given to all purchasers. Even if plaintiffs can prove the brochure was given 
21 to all members of the class in this case, that would not establish that every 
22 member of the class read, was aware of, and relied upon each of the 
23 representations in the brochure. The brochure made statements about many 
24 features of the townhouses, -- various floor plans, vaulted ceilings, color-
25 matched kitchen appliances, brick-enclosed courtyards, etc. The water 
26 pipes and their composition is a relatively minor component." 

27 Id. (internal quotes and citations omitted). 
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Citing Newman, Fanners asserts that reliance, whenever it is an element of 

2 a class action claim, must be established through direct evidence of each class member's 

3 individual reliance. But Newman, as the portion of the decision just quoted reveals, does 

4 not stand for that proposition. Newman expressly tied its holding to the weaknesses of 

5 the particular evidence submitted in support of class certification on the express warranty 

6 claim. Immediately after discussing those weaknesses, Newman expressly disavowed 

7 that individual evidence of reliance was required as a matter of law in all class actions: 

8 "We do not hold that an express warranty is never an appropriate 
9 subject for a class action adjudication or that the issue of reliance always 

10 requires individual detennination. However, here, the alleged express 
11 warranty is such a small part of the item purchased and the representation is 
12 interspersed with many other descriptive statements." 

13 Newman, 287 Or at 54. Newman thus turned on its particular facts, while leaving other 

14 class actions requiring proof of reliance to do the same. And although Newman did not 

15 declare when reliance can be determined through common, rather than individualized 

16 evidence, it at least suggested an answer -- viz., when the same misrepresentation was 

17 made to all individual class members and was sufficiently material or central to the 

18 plaintiffs and the defendant's dealings that the individual class members naturally would 

19 have relied on the misrepresentation. 13 

13 Newman arose in a different procedural posture -- a dispute over class 
certification. The question of whether reliance must be shown by individualized 
evidence, or whether it can be inferred from evidence common to the class, is one that 
often arises in connection with the predicate determination of whether the case is 
appropriate for class treatment. See gene;ally Mary J. Cavins, Annotation, Consumer 
Class Actions Based on Fraud or Misrepresentation, 53 ALR3d 534, 536-57 (1977) 
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Such a standard for inferring classwide reliance from evidence common to 

2 the class accords with what we consider to be the better-considered authority in other 

3 jurisdictions. As many courts have concluded, whether classwide reliance can be inferred 

4 from evidence common to the class depends on the misrepresentation. A key 

5 consideration is whether the misrepresentation was uniformly made to all class members, 

6 as through standardized documents, or whether the evidence shows material variations in 

7 how the misrepresentation may have been communicated, as with oral representations 

8 made by different agents. 14 A second key consideration is the nature of the 

(collecting case law arising out of consumer class actions for fraud and 
misrepresentation). When individualized evidence is required, the individual issues are 
more likely to predominate in a way that precludes class treatment. ld. at 536. 

Class certification does not foreclose issues over the adequacy of a class 
plaintiffs proof of reliance, however. Here, in certifying the class, the trial court did not 
list reliance as one of the issues oflaw and fact common to the class. On the other hand, 
the triai court did not treat the iist of common issues as exclusive either, and did not 
declare in advance that reliance would be determined through individual class member 
evidence. The issue was thus left to be determined based on plaintiffs' evidentiary 
showing at trial, which Farmers properly drew into question through its directed verdict 
motion. Although the parties spar to some extent over the significance of class 
certification in this case, whatever challenges Farmers may have raised to class 
certification have dropped from the case; none has been raised to this court on review. 
The only question is the adequacy of plaintiffs' proof, a question that certification, in and 
of itself, does not resolve. 

14 Compare, e.g., Rohlfing v. Manor Care, Inc., 172 FRD 330, 338-39 (ND III 
1997) (common evidence permitted inference of classwide reliance where all class 
members signed standardized contract and received specific written representations about 
pharmaceutical pricing) with Stout v. J.D. Byrider, 228 F3d 709, 718 (6th Cir 2000) 
(district court did not abuse discretion in determining that individualized reliance 
evidence was required, given variations in what documents customers reviewed, what 
representations agents made to customers, and whether customers selected extended 
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misrepresentation itself: how likely it is that class members would have uniformly relied 

2 on it and, conversely, the likelihood that their reliance would vary significantly from one 

3 class member to the next. 15 

4 One particularly instructive case, with factual parallels to this one, is Klay 

5 v. Humana, Inc., 382 F3d 1241 (lith Cir 2004), cert den, 541 US 1081 (2005). Klay was 

6 a class action case brought by a large number of physicians against almost all major 

7 health maintenance organizations (HMOs) alleging, among other claims, fraud. The 

8 alleged misrepresentations that formed the basis for the fraud were that the HMOs agreed 

9 to reimburse physicians for all medically necessary services. The physicians alleged that 

10 the HMOs artificially and covertly underpaid them by using automated statistical and 

11 other criteria, rather than medical necessity, to calculate reimbursement amounts. ld. at 

12 1247. In affirming the class certification on the fraud claim, the Eleventh Circuit agreed 

service agreement). 

15 See, e.g., Peterson v. H & R Block Tax Services, Inc., 174 FRD 78, 84-85 
(NO III 1997) (all class members paid significant fee for tax refund loan that they did not 
qualify to receive; only logical explanation for doing so was reliance on 
misrepresentation as to availability of loan); Smith v. MCl Telecommunications Corp., 
124 FRD 665, 678-79 (0 Kan 1989) (implausible that, in accepting and continuing 
employment, sales employees would not have relied on written commission plans that 
they were required to sign). See generally FRCP 23(b)(3) Advisory Committee Note 
(1966) ("[A] fraud perpetrated on numerous persons by the use of similar 
misrepresentations may be an appealing situation for a class action[.] * * * On the other 
hand, although having some common core, a fraud case may be unsuited for treatment as 
a class action if there was material variation in the representations made or in the kinds or 
degrees of reliance by the persons to whom they were addressed."). 
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1 that the plaintiffs, to prove their case, had to establish reliance on the part of each class 

2 member. But the court concluded that, "based on the nature of the misrepresentations at 

3 issue, the circumstantial evidence that can be used to show reliance is common to the 

4 whole class." ld. at 1259. The court reasoned: 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

18 

19 

ld. 

"The alleged misrepresentations in the instant case are simply that 
the defendants repeatedly claimed that they would reimburse the plaintiffs 
for medically necessary services they provide to the defendants' insureds[.] 
* * * It does not strain credulity to conclude that each plaintiff, in entering 
into contracts with the defendants, relied upon the defendants' 
representations and assumed they would be paid the amounts they were 
due. A jury could quite reasonably infer that guarantees concerning 
physician pay -- the very consideration upon which those agreements are 
based -- go to the heart of these agreements, and that doctors based their 
assent upon them. * * * Consequently, while each plaintiff must prove 
reliance, he or she may do so through common evidence (that is, through 
legitimate inferences based on the nature of the alleged misrepresentations 
at issue)." 

The rule adopted by the authorities that we have cited, and implicitly 

20 suggested in this court's decision in Newman, is sound. To prevail in a class action for 

21 fraud, the class plaintiff must prove reliance on the part of all class members. Direct 

22 evidence of reliance by each of the individual class members is not always necessary, 

23 however. Rather, reliance can, in an appropriate case, be inferred from circumstantial 

24 evidence. For that inference to arise in this context, the same misrepresentation must 

25 have been without material variation to the members of the class. In addition, the 

26 misrepresentation must be of a nature that the class members logically would have had a 

27 common understanding of the misrepresentation, and naturally would have relied on it to 

28 the same degree and in the same way. 
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Not all fraud claims will lend themselves to common evidence of reliance, 

2 rather than individualized proof. Newman is a good example of a case that did not. As 

3 the decision in Newman emphasized, the representation at issue there was one of myriad 

4 statements made in a sales brochure for the townhouses, a brochure that the evidence did 

5 not establish had been given to every putative class member. Equally important, whether 

6 individual purchasers cared about the kind of water pipes in the townhouses -- which the 

7 court characterized as a "relatively minor component" (Newman, 287 Or at 54) -- as 

8 opposed to other features, could readily vary from one purchaser to the next and, on the 

9 evidence before the court, simply was not established. 

10 This case presents a more compelling basis for the inference of c1asswide 

11 reliance. The misrepresentation at issue here was in a uniform provision of a contract for 

12 motor vehicle insurance, not a sales brochure that may not even have ended up in the 

13 hands of all of the class members. J 6 The fact that the promise was in a written and 

14 binding contract of insurance, rather than in a sales brochure, provides a stronger basis 

15 than in Newman to infer c1asswide reliance. Even so, contracts are often complex 

16 documents, ones that can incorporate a wide array of terms, many of which contain 

16 As plaintiffs pleaded in their complaint, the class certification was 
premised, in part, on the fact that plaintiff Strawn's claims were typical of those of the 
class because "[t]he class members and plaintiff [Strawn] were all persons having 
automobile policies with [Farmers] containing the same PIP language and subject to the 
same PIP statute[.]" Farmers does not dispute that the evidence established that the class 
members' contracts of insurance contained standardized PIP provisions that were, in all 
material ways, uniform for the class as a whole. 
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1 provisions that would not -- at least for purposes of a fraud claim -- be uniformly 

2 understood or relied on by any person who might enter into the contract. 

3 A motor vehicle liability policy, however, is distinctive, both in many of its 

4 terms and in the reasons for its purchase. As plaintiffs pleaded, and as was emphasized to 

5 the jury throughout the trial, PIP benefits are a statutorily mandated provision of motor 

6 vehicle insurance in Oregon. ORS 742.520(1) (mandating PIP coverage for "[e]very 

7 motor vehicle liability policy issued for delivery in this state" for private passenger motor 

8 vehicles). The terms of required PIP coverage are extensively controlled by statute as 

9 well. See ORS 742.524 (describing mandatory benefits); ORS 742.530 (describing 

10 permissive exclusions from benefits). An insurer may provide greater PIP coverage that 

11 the statutes require, but not less. Utah Home Fire Ins. Co. v. Colonial Ins., 300 Or 564, 

12 568, 715 P2d 1112 (1986) (insurance policy cannot provide fewer PIP benefits than the 

13 law requires it to provide); ORS 742.532 (policy may provide more favorable personal 

14 injury protection benefits than required by law). Thus, although the policy is required to 

15 state the coverage that the policy provides (ORS 742.450(1», the policy provides PIP 

16 benefits, regardless of whether it so declares. 

17 Persons insuring and driving motor vehicles licensed in Oregon have 

18 corresponding obligations. To register or renew a motor vehicle license in Oregon, the 

19 applicant must provide assurance of compliance with the financial responsibility laws. 17 

17 The financial responsibility laws basically require those who may be liable 
for damages arising out of the use of a motor vehicle to be able to pay damages up to 
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ORS 803.370 (registration of motor vehicle); ORS 803.460 (registration renewal). Most 

2 people meet that obligation -- as the class members in this case did -- by purchasing a 

3 motor vehicle liability policy that satisfies the requirements of Oregon law. See ORS 

4 806.060(2)(a) (specifying when policy of insurance will satisfy financial responsibility 

5 requirements); see generally OAR 735-050-0050 (1997) (identifying information to be 

6 presented as part of certificate of insurance). Finally, it is unlawful for a person to drive a 

7 vehicle in Oregon without meeting the financial responsibility requirements of Oregon 

8 law; doing so is a Class B traffic offense. ORS 806.010 (defining offense of driving 

9 uninsured). 

10 Against that extensive regulatory backdrop, a person who purchases a 

11 motor vehicle policy to meet the financial responsibility requirements of Oregon law does 

12 not need to read the policy to justifiably rely on its provisions. That person has no choice 

13 to buy a policy without PIP coverage. The insurer issuing the policy has no choice to 

14 issue it without PIP coverage. The entire scheme is structured to permit the purchasers of 

15 such insurance, as well as the state in its regulatory role, to have confidence that the 

16 policy provides all coverage, including PIP benefits, that is required to meet the financial 

17 responsibility laws. Given the statutory requirements for the contents of motor vehicle 

18 policies, and the responsibilities imposed on persons who are obligated to purchase such 

certain specified amounts, either through insurance or by establishing their ability to pay 
through certain other means. See ORS 806.060 (specifying methods of compliance for 
financial responsibility requirements). 
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1 policies, an insured's reliance on the PIP coverage that the policy provides is inherent in 

2 the purchase of the insurance, or at least, a factfinder is entitled to infer as much. 18 

3 For those reasons, a jury could infer from evidence common to the class 

4 that the individual class members relied on Farmers's misrepresentation that it would pay 

5 its insureds' reasonable medical expenses arising out of their automobile accidents; 

6 individualized evidence of the class members' reliance was not necessary to create a jury 

7 question on that element of plaintiffs' fraud claim. Consequently, the trial court properly 

18 The dissent characterizes our holding as raising a presumption of reliance. 
E.g., _ Or at _ (Balmer, J., dissenting) (slip op at 7). We disagree. Our conclusion 
is only that, in this distinctive context, actual reliance can be inferred from the nature of 
the transaction involved. That context consists of a regulatory scheme that involves 
mutually reinforcing obligations for purchasers of motor vehicle liability policies and the 
insurers who issue those policies in Oregon. One of those obligations is that the 
purchaser must obtain, and the insurer must provide, the statutorily required minimum 
PIP coverage. Reliance is potentially "self-proving" from the nature of the transaction 
itself, in which case the transaction is circumstantial evidence of actual, not presumed, 
reliance. See, e.g., Chisolm v. TranSouth Financial Corp., 194 FRD 538, 560 n 24,560-
61 (ED Va 2000) (noting that reliance can be "self-proving" in certain kinds of 
transactions, and that what is involved is not so much "presumed reliance" as it is a 
showing of demonstrated reliance via circumstantial proof). 

That permissible inference of reliance is not altered by the fact these 
policies, as motor vehicle liability policies commonly do, contained several types of 
coverage in addition to the PIP coverage at issue. See ~ Or at _ (Balmer, J., 
dissenting) (slip op at 7-8) (noting that policies at issue also provided liability coverage, 
uninsured and underinsured motorist coverage, collision coverage, and comprehensive 
coverage). Some of the other coverage is likewise mandatory. See ORS 742.502 
(required uninsured and underinsured motorist coverage); ORS 742.504 (similar). 
Whether one coverage provision is mandatory for purchasers to obtain and insurers to 
provide, or three such provisions are, does not change the analysis. Our reliance analysis 
in this case would not extend, however, to coverage (such as collision) that is not 
statutorily required. 
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denied Farmers's motion for directed verdict on that ground. 

2 C. Whether the Court of Appeals correct~v resolved Farmers's challenge to the 
3 constitutionality afthe punitive damages award 
4 
5 The final issue before us is one that both parties raise on review: whether 

6 the Court of Appeals correctly determined that the amount of punitive damages awarded 

7 by the jury in this case was constitutionally excessive. Relying on its understanding of 

8 the applicable federal due process standards, the Court of Appeals concluded that the 

9 jury's award of $8 million in punitive damages was excessive, and that the highest 

10 amount that the jury could constitutionally award was four times the combined amount of 

11 plaintiffs compensatory damages and prejudgment interest. Strawn, 228 Or App at 485. 

12 The court therefore vacated the judgment with instructions to grant Farmers a new trial 

13 on the issue of punitive damages, unless plaintiffs on remand were to agree to a remitittur 

14 of the punitive damages award. Jd. 

15 On review to this court, both parties assert that the Courl: of Appeals' 4: 1 

16 ratio is legally in error. Farmers contends that the ratio should be lower; plaintiffs 

17 contend that the ratio should be higher. Preliminarily, however, plaintiffs also contend 

18 that Farmers's challenge to the punitive damages award was not properly before the Court 

19 of Appeals and, therefore, the Court of Appeals should not have reached it at all. We turn 

20 to plaintiffs' argument in that regard because, as we will explain, it is dispositive. 

21 As context for our discussion, we begin by describing the parties' post-

22 verdict positions on whether the trial court should have reduced the jury's punitive 

23 damages award, as advanced in the procedural motions and memoranda that the parties 
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punitive damages award, while Farmers effectively asked the court to reduce that award. 

Plaintiffs filed the first of those motions, requesting that the trial court "affirm" the jury's 

punitive damages award under former ORS 18.537(2) (2001), renumbered as ORS 

31.730 (2003) (requiring trial court to assess whether a punitive damages award is 

"within the range of damages that a rational juror would be entitled to award"). Farmers 

opposed that motion and also filed a motion for remittitur, urging in support of both 

motions that the punitive damages award exceeded federal due process standards as 

described in State Farm Mut. Automobile Ins. Co. v. Campbell, 538 US 408, 123 S Ct 

1513,155 LEd 2d 585 (2003), and BMW of North America. Inc. v. Gore, 517 US 559, 

116 S Ct 1589, 134 L Ed 2d 809 (1996).19 Plaintiffs opposed Farmers's motion for 

remittitur, asserting, among other reasons, that the motion was "procedurally defective" 

because Farmers had not conjoined it with a motion for new trial. The parties' positions 

and objections were renewed and revised through a series of further motions. For our 

purposes here, it is not important to describe that entire series. It suffices to observe that 

they culminated in: (1) Farmers's alternative motions for remittitur and new trial, seeking 

to reduce the punitive damages award; and (2) plaintiffs' opposition to those motions. 

19 Farmers's motion for remittitur also took issue with other aspects of the 
jury's award, such as the amount of prejudgment interest that the jury awarded, but the 
issues before us do not implicate those disputes between Farmers and plaintiffs. 
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What is important for our purposes is that Farmers's motions and plaintiffs' 

2 opposition to them framed two broad issues on which the parties disagreed. The parties 

3 not only disagreed on the merits of Farmers's motion (viz., whether the jury's punitive 

4 damages award comported with constitutional standards), they also disagreed about what 

5 procedures a defendant must follow to preserve a constitutional objection to the 

6 excessiveness of a jury's punitive damages award. 

7 In arguing that Farmers had failed to present its constitutional objections in 

8 a procedurally propcr way, plaintiffs advanced several theories. One was waiver. In 

9 particular, plaintiffs asserted that Farmers should have taken any or all of a series of 

10 procedural steps during trial to ensure that the jury returned a punitive damages award 

11 consistent with due process standards. One such step, plaintiffs urged, was that Farmers 

12 should have sought to have the jury instructed that any punitive damages award it might 

13 make could not exceed whatever upper limit Farmers believed was constitutionally 

14 imposed. Plaintiffs also argued that, after the jury returned its verdict, Farmers should 

15 have objected to the discharge of the jury and requested that the jury be reinstructed to 

16 "deliberate further" to make sure that the punitive damages award did not exceed 

17 constitutional limits, citing Building Structures, Inc. v. Young, 328 Or 100, 968 P2d 1287 

18 (1998) (party who fails to object to defective jury verdict before jury is discharged waives 

19 objection to the defect). In addition to those waiver arguments, plaintiffs urged that 

20 Farmers's motions suffered from other procedural defects as well. They included 

21 Farmers's failure, through a motion for directed verdict or some other procedural means, 

22 to move to strike plaintiffs' prayer for punitive damages on the ground that it exceeded 
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1 whatever amount that Farmers believed was the constitutional maximum; Farmers's 

2 

3 evidence on that same theory; and Farmers's failure to condition its motions on a waiver 

4 of its right to appeal as to all other alleged errors during the trial (which plaintiffs urged 

5 was required at common law). 

6 Farmers responded to plaintiffs' waiver and other procedural objections by 

7 arguing that a defendant cannot challenge a verdict for punitive damages as excessive 

8 until after the jury renders its verdict. Farmers urged that alternative motions for 

9 remittitur or new trial were the appropriate procedural means for raising its federal due 

10 process objection to the punitive damages award, citing Parrott v. Carr Chevrolet, Inc., 

11 331 Or 537, 558-59 n 14, 17 P3d 473 (2001) (party cannot challenge verdict for punitive 

12 damages as constitutionally excessive until after jury renders verdict; motion for new trial 

13 is among appropriate procedures for raising such challenge). In oral argument on the 

14 motions, plaintiffs responded to Farmers's reliance on Parrott by asserting the statements 

15 in that case were dicta and by contending that there were many "big questions raised" by 

16 Farmers's procedural choices. 

17 Ultimately, the trial court agreed with plaintiffs, both with their procedural 

18 position and with their position on the merits. In its oral ruling, the trial court found "at 

19 the outset" that "there's been waiver" by Farmers and that, in the court's view, "a finding 

20 of waiver is actually dispositive." The trial court also considered the merits of Farmers's 

21 challenge, stating expressly that it was doing so in the alternative, because of the 

22 possibility that an appellate court would not agree with the court's waiver determination. 
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On the merits, the trial court concluded that the jury's punitive damages award was not 

2 constitutionally excessive. The written findings of fact and conclusions of law that the 

3 trial court later issued were consistent with its oral declaration, although more detailed. 

4 In them, the trial court concluded that Farmers had waived its constitutional objections, 

5 that its motions were procedurally defective in other regards, and that, on the merits, 

6 Farmers's challenge that the punitive damages award was excessive failed. 

7 On appeal to the Court of Appeals, Farmers's opening brief assigned error 

8 to the award of punitive damages, but did not specify the rulings being challenged.20 The 

9 sole argument that Farmers made in support of its claim of error was that the trial court 

10 had erred in resolving the merits of the motion against Farmers. That is, Farmers argued 

11 at length that the jury's punitive damages award exceeded federal due process standards, 

12 and that the trial court had erred in concluding otherwise. Farmers made no mention of 

13 the trial court's procedural ruling that Farmers had waived its challenge or had otherwise 

14 not followed the proper procedural route to raise and preserve it. Instead, Farmers 

15 contended that the motion had been deemed denied on the expiration of the 55-day period 

16 prescribed by ORCP 64 F (which we will discuss shortly). 

17 In response to Farmers's argument, plaintiffs first urged that the Court of 

20 The actual assignment of error was less than precise as to the rulings that 
Farmers sought to challenge. Under the caption "Assignment of Error No.7" the 
assigned error was only that "Punitive Damages Are Not Allowable. Alternatively, a 
Remittitur is Required." See ORAP 5.45(3) ("Each assignment of error shall indentify 
precisely the legal, procedural, factuai, or other ruiing that is being chalienged."). 
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Appeals could not reach the issue of whether the award was excessive, because Farmers 

2 had not challenged the waiver and other procedural grounds on which the trial court 

3 ruling also rested. Plaintiffs then argued, in the alternative, that the trial court's resolution 

4 of Farmers's excessiveness challenge to the punitive damages award was correct. In its 

5 decision, the Court of Appeals resolved the Farmers's excessiveness challenge without 

6 acknowledging or addressing the waiver and procedural grounds on which the trial court 

7 had alternatively based its ruling. Strawn, 228 Or App at 476-85. 

8 On review, plaintiffs challenge the Court of Appeals' failure to affinn the 

9 trial court on the alternative procedural grounds that Farmers did not challenge. Farmers, 

10 for its part, does not question the proposition that, when a court's decision or ruling is 

11 premised on alternative grounds, a party challenging that ruling generally must take issue 

12 with all independent and alternative grounds on which it is based to obtain relief. Cf 

13 State ex rei Juv. Dept. v. Charles, 299 Or 341,343,701 P2d 1052 (1985) (dismissing 

14 petition as improvidently granted, because Court of Appeals decision rested on an 

15 independent ground and state petitioned for review on one ground only; thus, this court 

16 would be required to affirm the Court of Appeals on the issue for which review was not 

17 sought). Neither does Farmers disagree that the trial court in fact did conclude that 

18 Farmers had waived and procedurally defaulted in bringing its challenge to the punitive 

19 damages award, as alternative grounds for resolving that award. And finally, Farmers 

20 does not dispute that, to preserve an issue on appeal, a party must make the issue the 

21 object of a proper assignment of error and supporting argument in the party's opening 

22 brief. See ORAP 5.45(1) ("No matter claimed as error will be considered on appeal 
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unless the claim of error * * * is assigned as error in the opening brief* * *." (Emphasis 

2 added.». 

3 Farmers's principal response is that the trial court had lost its jurisdiction to 

4 articulate any reasons for denying the motion. Farmers contends that its motion for new 

5 trial was denied by operation of law before the trial court ruled on it, so the court's order 

6 was void. Under ORCP 64 F,21 if a trial court has not "heard and determined" a motion 

7 for new trial within 55 days after entry of judgment, that motion is deemed denied by 

8 operation of law, and the trial court lacks jurisdiction to enter any order on the motion. 

9 .McCollum v. Kmart Corporation, 347 Or 707,711,226 P3d 703 (2010). In this case, the 

10 trial eourt held the hearing on Farmers's motions on the last day of the 55-day period, 

11 orally ruled on the motion at that time, and signed a simple order denying the motions in 

12 open court before the hearing ended. The trial court did not, however, sign and enter its 

13 lengthier written findings and conclusions in support of its order until after that period 

14 had expired. Based on that, Farmers argues that the trial court's oral waiver ruling was 

15 ineffective, since it was not memorialized in writing until after Farmers's motions were 

16 denied by operation of law, at which point the trial court had no further jurisdiction over 

17 the motions. 

21 ORCP 64 F(I) provides, in part: 

"The motion [for new trial] shall be heard and determined by the court 
within 55 days from the time of the entry of the judgment, and not 
thereafter, and if not so heard and determined within said time, the motion 
shall conclusively be deemed denied." 
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1 That analysis, however, overlooks the legal effect of the trial court's ruling 

2 at the time of the hearing. During the hearing, the trial court stated that it \vas denying 

3 Farmers's motions and briefly explained its reasons on the record, including its waiver 

4 determination. The court then signed -- in open court -- an order denying Farmers's 

5 motions, and expressly declared that it was doing so: "At this time I'm signing the order 

6 denying Farmers's motions which I've already identified. So that order is signed." Under 

7 ORS 3.070, the order became immediately effective, and thus took effect before 

8 Farmers's motion for new trial would have been deemed denied by operation of law.22 

22 ORS 3.070 provides, in part: 

"Any judge of a circuit court in any judicial district may, in 
chambers, grant and sign defaults, judgments, interlocutory orders and 
provisional remedies, make findings and decide motions, demurrers and 
other like matters relating to any judicial business coming before the judge 
from any judicial district in which the judge has presided in such matters. 
* * * The judge may exercise these powers as fully and effectively as 
though the motions, demurrers, matters or issues were granted, ordered, 
decided, heard and determined in open court in the county where they may 
be pending. If signed other than in open court, all such orders, findings and 
judgments issued, granted or rendered, other than orders not required to be 
filed and entered with the clerk before becoming effective, shall be 
transmitted by the judge to the clerk of the court within the county where 
the matters are pending. They shall be filed and entered upon receipt 
thereof and shall become effective from the date of entry in the register." 

Although ORS 3.070 does not explicitly address the effective date of orders 
made in open court, it does do so implicitly. Our cases involving orders signed outside 
of open court likewise have implicitly recognized that same proposition in the course of 
analyzing when those orders took effect. See, e.g., McColium, 347 Or at 712 (since 1991, 
an order not signed in open court becomes effective only upon entry in the register); 
Ryerse v. Haddock, 337 Or 273,281,95 P3d 1120 (2004) (order denying motion for new 
trial did not become effective until entered in the register, because it was signed "other 
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For that reason, Farmers's jurisdictional argument is unavailing. 

2 Farmers makes a second, alternative argument, as well. It contends that the 

3 trial court should be deemed to have denied the motion for new trial without any 

4 explanation of its reasoning. Farmers contends that the trial court's oral statements of its 

5 reasoning were ineffective, because they were not memorialized in writing. Farmers 

6 further reasons that the written findings of fact and conclusions of law were ineffective, 

7 because they were filed and entered after the trial court had denied the motion for new 

8 trial. Based on those alleged defects of form and timing, Farmers effectively urges that a 

9 reviewing court is required to ignore the trial court's stated reasons for its decision. 

10 We find no merit to that contention. By its terms, ORCP 64 F requires a 

11 motion for new trial to be heard and determined within 55 days from entry of judgment, 

12 but it requires no written statement of reasons or other explanation in support of the 

13 ruling. Neither does it preclude a trial court from memorializing its reasoning after ruling 

14 on the motion in open court within the time allowed. Such written explanations and 

15 findings are generally very helpful to the appellate courts in meaningfully reviewing a 

16 trial court's ruling, and we are not inclined to foreclose their consideration unnecessarily. 

17 In this instance, the only mandate contained in ORCP 64F is that the motion for new trial 

18 be resolved within the prescribed period. Here, it was. The trial court ruled in open 

19 court; it briefly stated its reasoning orally; the written order denying the motion for new 

than in open court"). 
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trial was signed in open court and specifically stated that future findings would be issued; 

2 and the findings themselves were signed, filed, and entered within two weeks, and before 

3 the filing of any notice of appeal. Farmers advances no persuasive reason why the trial 

4 court's written explanation of its timely determination of the motion should not be given 

5 full consideration by the appellate courtS.23 

23 Farmers makes two other abbreviated arguments that we also reject. First, 
Farmers asserts that it did challenge the "waiver" ruling in the Court of Appeals. Nothing 
in Farmers's opening brief even acknowledged the existence of the trial court's alternative 
reasons, however, much less notified the Court of Appeals that Farmers challenged those 
reasons. 

In its reply brief, Farmers did summarily contend that the trial court's 
waiver and procedural rulings were erroneous after plaintiffs, in their responding 
argument, argued that the Court of Appeals could not reach the issue because Farmers did 
not challenge the procedural grounds on which the trial court had ruled. But advancing 
such a new and different argument for the first time in a reply brief is not the proper way 
to preserve an argument in the Court of Appeals. See (ORAP 5.45(6) (supporting 
argument must follow assignment of error in opening brief); see generally Ailes v. 
Portland Meadows, Inc., 312 Or 376,379-80,826 P2d 956 (1991) (Court of Appeals 
should not have reached alternative waiver argument when that argument, in addition to 
not having been preserved in trial court, was not raised in opening brief on appeal and 
was instead presented for the first time in reply brief). Compare, e.g., Stanich v. 

Precision Body and Paint, Inc., 151 Or App 446, 456, 950 P2d 328 (1997) (new claim in 
reply would not be considered) with Estate of Michelle Schwarz v. Philip Morris Inc., 
348 Or 442,456-57,235 P3d 668 (20lO) (challenge to giving uniform instruction 
adequately preserved where opening brief, although it did not discretely assign error to 
such, raised an issue that presented the same legal question, identified the error in 
preservation section, and argued the point sufficiently to prompt responsive argument by 
opposing party). 

Second, Farmers asserts that the Court of Appeals necessarily considered 
and rejected the waiver and other procedural defects found by the trial court. We fail to 
see how that is so. Farmers had specifically argued to the Court of Appeals that the 
motion for new trial had been denied by operation of law, and so the trial court's 
reasoning was a nullity. The Court of Appeals may have simply accepted that argument. 
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We therefore conclude that the Court of Appeals erred in reaching 

2 Farmers's challenge to the punitive damages award as excessive. The trial court 

3 articulated two alternative reasons for denying Farmers's motions (waiver and other 

4 procedural defects, as well as a conclusion on the merits that the award did not exceed 

5 constitutional limits). The trial court further expressly concluded that both bases on 

6 which it ruled were independently sufficient to support the trial court's ruling. Logically, 

7 that was true. On appeal, Farmers failed to preserve any challenge to the waiver and 

8 other procedural grounds on which the trial court's order was alternatively based. Any 

9 error by the trial court concerning the constitutionality of the punitive damages award 

10 therefore was necessarily harmless. The Court of Appeals should have affirmed the trial 

11 court's order denying the motion for new trial. See generally Jensen v. Medley, 336 Or 

12 222,239-40,82 P3d 149 (2003) (affirming judgment, despite erroneous jury instruction 

13 on one of plaintifrs theories of liability, where defendant did not challenge another basis 

14 for liability). 

15 In so concl uding, we emphasize that we do not decide whether the trial 

16 court's alternative grounds for its ruling were sound. The correctness of the trial court's 

17 waiver and other procedural analyses are not before us, just as those issues were not 

18 before the Court of Appeals. Indeed, it is precisely because the trial court's alternative 

19 grounds for ruling were not challenged by Farmers that the issue of the excessiveness of 

20 the punitive damages award was not before the Court of Appeals for its determination. 

21 Likewise, whether that award was constitutionally excessive is not before us. For that 

22 reason, the punitive damages award must be affirmed. 
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1 III. CONCLUSION 

2 We reject Farmers's arguments on review that the trial court either 

3 committed evidentiary error or erred in denying Farmers's motion for directed verdict. 

4 We agree with plaintiffs that the Court of Appeals should not have reached the merits of 

5 Farmers's assertion that the punitive damages award exceeded constitutional limits. The 

6 decision of the Court of Appeals is reversed in that respect only. 

7 The decision of the Court of Appeals is affirmed in part and reversed in 

8 part. The judgment of the circuit court is affirmed. 

9 
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BALMER, J., dissenting. 

2 The majority labors long and faithfully to bring this tortured case, filed in 

3 the last century, to a conclusion, and I agree with important aspects of the majority's 

4 opinion.24 However, because I believe the majority's discussion of the reliance element 

5 of plaintiffs' fraud claim is flawed, I must respectfully dissent. 

6 This was never a simple case, but it evolved into an unfortunately -- and 

7 unnecessarily -- complex proceeding. That complexity was, in part, the result of choices 

8 made by both parties (at trial and on appeal) and by the trial court, but it also arose from 

9 the statutory context of the claims (including the insurance code and the financial 

10 responsibility law), the overlay of class allegations, the shifting legal landscape created 

11 by appellate decisions issued during the decade that the case was pending (such as Ivanov 

12 v. Farmers Ins. Co., 207 Or App 305, 140 P3d 1189 (2006), rev'd, 344 Or 421, 185 P3d 

13 412 (2008)), and the ever-changing procedural and substantive rules involving punitive 

24 In particular, I agree with the majority that Farmers failed to preserve 
objections to certain of the trial court's evidentiary rulings, although the issue is a close 
one. See _Or at _ - _(slip op at 9-16). I also agree with the majority'S rejection of 
Farmers's argument that reliance, when it is an element of a class action claim, always 
must be established through direct evidence of each class member's individual reliance. 
See id. at _ (slip op at 22). Rather, as the majority concludes, in an appropriate class 
action case, classwide reliance may be inferred from evidence common to the class; 
whether that evidence is sufficient in a particular case will depend on the nature of the 
misrepresentation, among other factors, and I disagree with the majority on whether the 
evidence was sufficient here. Finally, I agree with the majority'S interpretation of ORCP 
64 F and the majority's conclusion that the trial court order giving its reasons for denying 
defendant's motion for a new trial was valid, even though that order was not issued within 
55 days after entry of judgment. See id. at _ - _ (slip op at 36-39). 



damages. At the end of the day, that complexity created a variety of traps for the unwary, 

2 which, in large part, form the basis for the Court of Appeals' rejection of many of 

3 Farmers's arguments and this court's rejection of Farmers's argument regarding the 

4 amount of punitive damages. 

S Some of those traps (to continue the metaphor) may have been set by 

6 Farmers itself, either inadvertently or for reasons of trial strategy, and I agree with the 

7 majority that established rules of preservation prevent Farmers from raising a variety of 

8 otherwise potentially meritorious arguments on appeal. However, for the reasons set out 

9 below, I disagree with the majority's conclusion that evidence in the record supported the 

10 jury's finding that plaintiffs and the class members that they represented relied on 

11 Farmers's alleged misrepresentations. 

12 The gravamen of plaintiffs' case was that Farmers had instituted a 

13 procedure for reviewing charges by medical providers that provided care to Farmers's 

14 insureds under the "personal injury protection" (PIP) coverage of their automobile 

IS insurance policies. Under the procedure, charges at or less than the eightieth percentile of 

16 charges for comparable procedures in the same geographic area would be considered by 

17 Farmers to be "reasonable" and paid?5 Charges in excess of the eightieth percentile were 

18 considered excessive and were paid only in exceptional circumstances. Plaintiffs alleged 

19 that Farmers's procedure violated ORS 742.S24(1)(a), which requires an insurer to pay all 

25 Farmers later changed the eightieth percentile level to the ninetieth and then 
the ninety-ninth. 
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"reasonable and necessary" medical expenses for covered claims and that Farmers's 

2 conduct in implementing the procedure also constituted breach of contract and fraud. 

3 Plaintiffs' central argument on their fraud claim was that Farmers had falsely represented 

4 that they would pay "reasonable" medical expenses when they did not, in fact, intend to 

5 pay all reasonable charges. The jury found in favor of plaintiffs on the fraud claim; on 

6 the basis of that finding, the jury also was allowed to consider punitive damages, and it 

7 awarded substantial punitive damages to plaintiffs. 

8 The majority rejects Farmers's argument that the trial court erred in denying 

9 its motion for a directed verdict on the fraud claim, holding that plaintiffs introduced 

10 sufficient evidence for the jury to tind that the class representatives and the class as a 

11 whole relied on misrepresentations that Farmers made to them. To put it bluntly, even if 

12 Farmers's insurance policies (or the insurance code) could be construed to constitute a 

13 representation to policyholders that Farmers would pay all "reasonable" charges, which 

14 representation wasfalse because Farmers in fact intended to base its "reasonableness" 

15 determination on (and only to pay) all charges at or below the eightieth percentile, there 

16 is scant evidence that any plaintiff relied, to his or her detriment, on that representation. 

17 And there is virtually no evidence from which a jury could infer that the class of Farmers 

18 policyholders who made PIP claims relied on that representation. 

19 I first discuss the majority's reliance holding and then consider other ways 

20 in which reliance might be proved here. "Reliance," of course, is an element of fraud, and 

21 must be proved. See Gardner v. Meiling, 280 Or 665,671,572 P2d 1012 (1977) 

22 ("Implicit in the element of reliance is a requirement [that] the plaintiff prove a causal 
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1 relationship between the representation and his entry into the bargain."). The majority 

2 appears to accept plaintiffs' argument that reliance need not be proved by "direct" 

3 evidence and that it can, instead, be "inferred," _Or at _ (slip op at 20), and in an 

4 appropriate case that might be true. But the majority goes on to hold that, because the 

5 class members were required by law to have insurance, bought policies from Farmers, 

6 "received" those policies (which included a statement that Farmers would pay 

7 "reasonable" PIP charges), and then made PIP claims, a jury could find that they "relied" 

8 on Farmers's misrepresentations. Id. at (slip op at 27-30). The majority, 

9 without citation to any case or statute, then reaches the quite far-reaching conclusion that 

10 "an insured's reliance on the PIP coverage that the policy provides is inherent in the 

11 purchase of the insurance." Id. at (slip op at 29) (emphasis added). Based on that 

12 understanding, it is but a small step for the majority to conclude that "a jury could infer 

13 from evidence common to the class that the individual class members relied on Farmers's 

14 misrepresentation that it would pay its insureds' reasonable medical expenses." Id. 

15 What is missing from the majority opinion, however, is a discussion of how 

16 the class representatives relied on Farmers's misrepresentations: what the plaintiffs did, 

17 or did not do, because of Farmers's misrepresentations. Ordinarily, in fraud cases, the 

18 plaintiff must prove that the misrepresentation "induced [the plaintiff] to make the 

19 agreement," Gardner, 280 Or at 671. Even in the rare case where this court has allowed 

20 a fraud claim to proceed in the absence of a direct misrepresentation conveyed to the 

21 plaintiff, we always have insisted that the plaintiff allege and prove reliance. See Handy 

22 v. Beck, 282 Or 653,656,581 P2d 68 (1978) (permitting fraud claim based on false 
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drilling report filed with state engineer; plaintiffs "testified that they would not have 

2 purchased the property had they known the well did not meet state standards"). 

3 The majority's position, in contrast, seems to be that it doesn't really matter 

4 whether any of the named plaintiffs (or the class members) either received or relied upon 

5 any representations about Farmers's PIP coverage, either before or after they bought the 

6 policies, or before or after they submitted PIP c1aims. 26 That gap is bridged by the 

7 majority's assertion, quoted above, that reliance is "inherent in the purchase of the 

8 insurance." Although the majority suggests at one point that it was important that the 

9 representations were "uniform" and that all class members received "written and binding 

1 0 contract[ s] of insurance," _Or at_ (slip op at 26), the logic of the majority's position 

11 has nothing to do with those facts. Indeed, the majority's reasoning detaches "reliance" 

12 from any affirmative representation of any kind to a policyholder and from any action or 

13 omission by that policyholder, and makes it depend instead on the statutory requirements 

14 of the financial responsibility law and the insurance code. That analysis would seem to 

15 support including within the class any person who had a Farmers policy, whether or not 

16 they ever received a copy of it or had any idea of its terms. 

17 Indeed, although the class here included only persons who had PIP charges 

18 that exceeded Farmers's payment level, one can easily imagine a fraud claim on behalf of 

26 The majority states that a policyholder "does not need to read the policy to 
justifiably rely on its provisions." Or at _ (slip op at 28). It follows logically that it 
does not matter whether the policyholder ever received a copy of the policy. 
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a class of all Farmers policyholders who assert that they overpaid for their policies 

because they were paying for (and thought that they had) policies that complied with 

ORS 742.524(1 )(a), when in fact those policies did not comply. It is difficult to see why 

"misrepresentation," "reliance," and "loss" all could not be inferred on a classwide basis 

for such a class, given the majority's conclusion that "reliance * * * is inherent in the 

purchase of the insurance." _ Or at _ (slip op at 29). 

One case that the majority does cite is Klay v, Humana, 382 F3 d 1241 (11 th 

Cir 2004), cert den, 541 US 1081 (2005), which the majority states is instructive because 

it involved fraud claims by physicians against a group of HMOs alleging that the HMOs 

had agreed to reimburse the physicians for all medically necessary services when, in fact, 

the HMOs covertly underpaid the physicians by using undisclosed statistical criteria to 

calculate reimbursement amounts. Klay bears some similarities to this case, but does not 

support the majority on the issue where the majority and I part ways. Klay was only a 

case about class certification itself -- it concluded that a class of physicians making the 

allegations described above could be certified. Klay says nothing about what evidence of 

reliance would be sufficient for a jury to render a fraud verdict in favor of plaintiffs. 

Klay also reiterates the well-established rule that "each plaintiff must prove 

reliance" to make out a fraud claim, and also makes the point, with which I agree, that 

lithe or she may do so through common evidence (that is, through legitimate inferences 

based on the nature of the alleged misrepresentations * * *).'" _ Or at (slip op at 

25), quoting Klay, 382 F3d at 1259. But Klay also emphasizes -- in a way that directly 

undercuts the majority's holding here -- that "reliance may not be presumed in fraud-
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based RICO actions; instead the evidence must demonstrate that each individual plaintiff 

2 actually relied upon the misrepresentations at issue." Klay, 382 F3d at 1257-58 

3 (emphasis added). And the case that Klay relies upon for that proposition, Sikes v. 

4 Teleline, Inc., 281 F3d 1350, 1362 (lIth Cir 2002) (emphasis added), makes the point 

5 even more forcefully: A plaintiff must demonstrate that he or she "relied on a 

6 misrepresentation made in furtherance of [a] fraudulent scheme" because "fiJt would be 

7 unjust to employ a presumption to relieve a party of its burden of production when that 

8 party has all the evidence regarding that element of the claim." (Emphasis added.) By 

9 holding that reliance, in this case, is inherent in the purchase of the insurance and thus 

10 that the jury could infer classwide reliance based on the existence of the insurance 

11 contracts, the majority creates the very presumption that Klay and Sikes caution against. 

12 Klay contrasts with this case in another way that demonstrates why the 

13 majority errs in allowing reliance to be presumed in this case because it is inherent in the 

14 purchase of insurance. There, the representation by the HMOs that they would reimburse 

15 the physicians for all medically necessary services went to the entire purpose of the 

16 agreement between the physicians and the HMOs. If reliance can be presumed from the 

17 nature of the representation, Klay might be a case were that would be permitted --

18 although, as noted, the court in Klay explicitly held that reliance could not be presumed. 

19 Here, in contrast, Farmers's misrepresentation was about a small part of the PIP coverage, 

20 which was itself a small part of the policy as a whole, because the policy also provided 

21 liability coverage, uninsured motorist coverage, underinsured motorist coverage, coUision 

22 coverage, and comprehensive coverage. The particular method of PIP reimbursement 
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was not significant enough to allow the jury to conclude that reliance was "inherent" 

when a policyholder purchased a Farmers policy or made a PIP claim.27 

In terms of the significance of the misrepresentation to any action that a 

plaintiff might take in reliance upon it, this case is far more like Newman v. Tualatin 

Development Co. Inc., 287 Or 47,597 P2d 800 (1979), than Klay. In Newman, this court 

rejected an effort by plaintiffs in a class action to prove reliance based on an express 

representation to class members. We did so, not because reliance always must be proved 

by individual evidence from each class member -- as the majority notes, we expressly 

small part of the item purchased and the representation is interspersed with many other 

descriptive statements." 287 Or at 54. "[R]eliance upon the express warranty," we 

concluded, "is not proved merely by evidence that the warranty was contained in a sales 

brochure given to all class members." Id. (emphasis added). For the same reasons, it is 

not appropriate in this case to permit the jury to infer that each class member, simply by 

buying a policy from Farmers, relied on Farmers's misrepresentations regarding 

"reasonable" medical expenses for PIP claims. 

There are, of course, cases where courts allow reliance to be proved without 

actual evidence that the plaintiff acted or failed to act based on the defendant's 

27 Even PIP medical expenses that exceeded the eightieth percentile -- those 
that Farmers declined to pay -- did so by only a modest amount. Ninety percent were for 
$25 or less; more than 25 percent were for $3 or less. 
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misrepresentation. Some securities fraud cases, such as Affiliated Ute Citizens of Utah v. 

2 United Slates, 406 US 128, 152-53, 92 S Ct 1456, 31 L Ed 2d 741 (1972), have permitted 

3 a presumption of reliance when the defendant had a specific duty to disclose information 

4 that it failed to disclose -- a circumstance not present here. Other cases have presumed 

5 reliance under a "fraud on the market" theory, where the defendant's misrepresentations 

6 affected the market price of the stock, even though the purchaser did not actually rely on 

7 the misstatements in purchasing the stock. See, e.g., Basic Inc. v. Levinson, 485 US 243, 

8 247,108 S Ct 978,99 L Ed 2d 194 (1988). That doctrine, too, is unavailable to plaintiffs 

9 here. 

10 Having concluded that reliance on Farmers's representations cannot be 

11 presumed on these facts and is not "inherent" in the plaintiffs' purchase of insurance, I 

12 consider briefly what evidence might be sufficient to show reliance here and whether the 

13 record contains such evidence. The fraud cases discussed above tell us what ordinarily is 

14 required to prove reliance: in Gardner, that the misrepresentation "induced [plaintiffJ to 

15 make the agreement," 280 Or at 671; in Handy, that plaintiffs "would not have purchased 

16 the property," absent the misrepresentation, 282 Or at 656. And that is the way reliance 

17 ordinarily is proved in cases ranging from common-law fraud to statutory class actions. 

18 Here, one would expect plaintiffs to prove reliance by testifying that, had 

19 they known the truth about Farmers's PIP reimbursement policy, they would not have 

20 bought the policy -- and that they would bolster those assertions by showing that, after 

21 they learned that Farmers had misrepresented its practices, they changed insurance 

22 compames. At the very least, a plaintiff would offer credible testimony that he or she 
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was induced to take some action, or intentionally declined to take some action, because of 

2 Farmers's misrepresentations and that the action or omission caused harm to the plaintiff. 

3 The record contains virtually no such evidence. Most of the six plaintiffs 

4 who testified explained the representations that Farmers made to them in a way that was 

5 inconsistent with the allegations in the complaint (and with plaintiffs' theory of the case). 

6 Strawn, for example, believed that the policy would "pay for all the bills up to a year" 

7 and would pay "all [medical and hospital] expenses," even though a policy that complied 

8 with ORS 742.524(1)(a) -- the policy the majority says plaintiffs thought they had, 

9 because of Farmers's representations -- would only cover all "reasonable and necessary" 

10 expenses, rather than "all" expenses.28 And Strawn certainly could not have relied upon 

11 those misrepresentations when he purchased his Farmers policy because he bought that 

12 policy in 1997, before Farmer instituted its eightieth percentile reimbursement plan. 

13 Strawn did testifY that the PIP benefit amount actually stated in the policy 

14 looked like it would "not go very far." But when asked what he did in reliance on that 

15 observation, Strawn said that ifhe had known about Farmer's reduction plan, he would 

16 have "gotten more coverage" because he knew medical bills can add up quickly. 

17 Plaintiffs' theory in this case, however, was not that the total amount of PIP benefits was 

28 Similarly, Weiss testified that "[i]fI had known that my bills would not 
have been paid, I would not have gone to this doctor. I would have waited to find out if 
they were going to be paid * * *." Weiss, like Strawn, believed incorrectly that Farmers 
had promised to pay all PIP expenses in full. Weiss provided no evidence of any reliance 
on Farmers's misrepresentation as to how reasonable and necessary medical expenses 
wouid be caIcuiated. 
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too low -- that amount was clearly set out in the policy and met statutory requirements --

2 but rather that Farmers promised to pay all reasonable and necessary expenses incurred, 

3 up to the amount stated in the policy, when in fact it did not intend to do so. So, even if 

4 the jury believed Strawn when he said he would have gotten "more coverage" than the 

5 basic PIP amount, that testimony supports no allegation in the complaint. Strawn's 

6 testimony simply does not show any reliance on Farmers's misrepresentation that it 

7 would pay "all reasonable and necessary" PIP expenses. 

8 Moreover, hard as it is to believe, even after some of Strawn's medical 

9 charges were denied because they exceeded the eightieth percentile, Strawn continued to 

10 maintain his Farmers automobile insurance policy and still was insured by Farmers at 

11 the time o/trial. Similarly, plaintiff Weiss continued to be insured by Farmers, despite 

12 the fact that Farmers paid less for his PIP-related medical expenses than he thought they 

13 should. (Although several plaintiffs testified that they changed insurers after finding out 

14 about Farmers's reimbursement policy, the differing conduct of the named plaintiffs 

15 demonstrates that it was improper to allow the jury to infer reliance. by all class members 

16 on the basis of that evidence.) 

17 The six plaintiffs who testified expressed various degrees of dissatisfaction 

18 with Farmers's PIP reimbursement policy and some testified to efforts made by medical 

19 providers to recover unpaid fees from them. But there was virtually no testimony from 

20 any plaintiff that he or she received and read Farmers's misrepresentations or that he or 

21 she took any particular action (or failed to take any particular action) in reliance on those 

22 misrepresentations. Much iess was there any evidence from which a jury could infer that 
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1 the entire class of Farmers policyholders who made PIP claims relied on any 

2 misrepresentation. 

3 Whatever the strength of plaintiffs' nonfraud claims -- and of the other 

4 elements of plaintiffs' fraud claim -- plaintiffs failed to offer sufficient evidence of 

5 reliance for the fraud claim to go to the jury.29 

6 I dissent. 

7 

8 

29 Presumably because of the paucity of evidence of reliance, the lower courts 
never discussed any actual reliance, but presumed that reliance could be found because 
there was evidence of misrepresentation. When Farmers moved for a directed verdict on 
the fraud claim, based in part on lack of proof of reliance, the trial court simply ignored 
that element of the claim. "[T]here are omissions and nondisclosures of materiai fact that 
are involved here," the court stated, and "[L]ooking at plaintiffs' evidence in the light 
most favorable to plaintiffs, there were half-truths involved here, again, using the same 
standard which the jury could choose to believe the evidence. So the defendant's motion 
fails on that ground." Similarly, the Court of Appeals stated that, based on evidence of 
Farmers's misrepresentations, a jury could "reasonably infer that plaintiffs relied on 
Farmers's misrepresentation that it would pay reasonable and necessary PIP-related 
expenses when they continued to pay their premiums." Strawn v. Farmers Ins. Co,} 228 
Or App 454,471,209 P3d 357 (2009). But the Court of Appeals pointed to no testimony 
or other evidence that any named plaintiffs, in fact, relied on Farmers's misrepresentation 
when they "continued to pay their premiums," and the court's holding -- that reliance 
could be "inferred" -- made such proof unnecessary. The majority'S legal analysis is 
more plausible than that of the lower courts, but, for the reasons set out above, ultimately 
is not persuasive. 
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